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MiTagg M17-1A

The NuDock Power lamp station. Beautifully designed power docking station provides a solid foundation for 
your iPhone / Apple Watch with an elegant minimalist design featuring smart LED lamp. The portable Nuki 
backup battery (1800 mAh) instantly charges in the NuDock™ Power Station allowing effortless charging. 
Solid Aerospace Aluminium construction with a Polycarbonate base, coated in soft-touch rubber finish. The 
touch sensitive control to adjust the brightness of the LED light and to offer automatic 1 hour sleep mode. 
3 USB charging ports for iPhone, Apple Watch and additional port at the back to charge any other USB             
devices. Integrated cable management system keeping cable neatly hidden for a cluster-free space with       
instant charging. 
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Puzzle Globe M17-2A

The stainless steel desktop magnetic jigsaw world globe puzzle is an excellent 
interactive gift for global businesses, colleges, and travel related industries. 
The globe is made up of 72 magnetized stainless steel puzzle pieces that sit 
on a 4-sided chrome base. Customize the detachable chrome base with your      
company or organizations logo and message to leave a lasting impression.
A great gift for office bound suits or high flying executives alike. 
Size: 2¾” x 2¾” x 3¾
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iStand M17-3A

iStand—the all-in-one powered charging station for Apple Watch and iPhone—charges both Apple Watch and iPhone or iPad, 
and sits beautifully on any desktop, tabletop or bedside table.The built-in power supply with 2 dedicated USB ports free up a 
wall outlet, remove cable clutter, and provide the perfect amount of charging power for both Apple Watch and iPhone or iPad. 
The Magnetic Charging cable gently snaps itself onto the back of your watch and begins charging. It securely charges your 
Apple Watch at any orientation—vertically or horizontally—and even works with Apple Watch’s Nightstand mode. The base is 
shaped to display your iPhone at the perfect angle.
The no-scratch felt platform is the perfect place to lay your iPhone while charging, and WatchStand’s weighted base has      
non-skid padding to stay put anywhere you’re charging.
Your Apple Watch and iPhone are made for each other. You wear them together—now, keep them charged together.
Dimensions: 3.15” X 5.5” X 7.87” (80.01 mm X 139.7 mm X 199.9 mm)
Weight: 18 oz. (510.29 g)
Power in from source: 100 – 240 V AC
Power out to device: 2 USB ports - Apple Watch: 2.5 W (5 V @ 500 mA), iPhone/iPad: 10 W (5 V @ 2.1 A)
In the Box: WatchStand, power supply, interchangeable power adapters (US, UK, EU, AUS), user manual
WARRANTY: Guaranteed for life. If it fails to perform as specified, we’ll repair or replace it.
Magnetic Charging Cable and Lightning Cable not included.

GADGETS
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Boogie Board M17-4A

No other product in the world creates a natural pen on paper experience 
like Boogie Board eWriters. No matter what type of writer you are: Student 
or business leader, artist or engineer, doctor or contractor. Boogie Board - 
Sync provides a natural feel of writing like pen on paper, with instant access 
to your notes, drawings and brainstorms on your device or desktop. Easily 
share those files with the touch of a button or interact live with the virtual 
whiteboard feature…connect with your writing. Write just like pen on paper, 
easily save and “flip to a clean page” with the touch of a button. Sync device 
stores thousands of files internally and transfers them to your devices when 
they get in range.
Sleek, portable, lightweight design. Durable construction perfect to go ev-
erywhere with you. Rechargeable battery with included USB charging cord. 
4 hour charge lasts up to a week with normal use. Included stylus with built 
in stylus holder. Easy to use: write, save, connect, access with free app. Blue-
tooth connect with up to 3 devices. Compatible with Apple, Android and 
Desktop. 
The free Sync app allows you to connect with your writing by providing 
unprecedented access to your notes, lists, drawings and brainstorms. Create 
custom folders, easily move files between folders, share a file as a PDF or as a 
video file, creates vector file formats, edit your files with writing or highlight,  
share, post or print your files with the touch of a button. Quickly and easily 
search and access your files anywhere, connect your Boogie Board - Sync 
and share your notes live with the virtual whiteboard feature.

GADGETS
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Star Wars™ M17-5A

Over the years, the magic of Star Wars™ has always lived on screen and in our imaginations. Thanks to our advancements 
in technology, we’ve made it possible to bring a new part of Star Wars: The Force Awakens™ into your home. Meet Star 
Wars™  - the app-enabled Droid™ that’s as authentic as it is advanced. Star Wars™ has something unlike any other robot - an    
adaptive personality that changes as you play. Based on your interactions, Star Wars™ will show a range of expressions and 
even perk up when you give voice commands. Set it to patrol and watch your Droid explore autonomously, make up your 
own adventure and guide Star Wars™ yourself, or create and view holographic recordings. It’s now possible to explore the 
galaxy with your own trusty Astromech Droid by your side. Star Wars™ is more than a toy - it’s your companion. Authentic 
Movement / Guide your Star Wars™ with a smartphone or tablet. listens and responds. Star Wars™ recognizes and reacts to 
your voice. Holographic Communication / Record and view virtual holographic videos with Star Wars™. Autonomous 
Behavior / Star Wars™ has a mind of its own - explore the Star Wars™ galaxy together. Adaptive Personality / Your Star 
Wars™ unique attitude and actions evolve as you interact. 

Technical Specifications: 

• iOS and Android and Window Phone compatible 
• Top speed of 4.5 mph (7ft/s)
• Durable polycarbonate shell 
• Bluetooth Smart BLE connection (100 foot range)
• Inductive charging (over 1 hour of play on a full charge) 
• Free App: BB-8 App-Enabled Droid powered by Sphero available through    
   iTunes, Google Play or Windows App Store
• Internal guidance system includes a gyroscope and accelerometer. 
• Height: 11.4 cm / Width: 7.3 cm / Weight ~200 

Optional: Force Band™ is a Battle-Worn, straight from the sands of Jakku. Like 
a Jedi Knight, you can control your Star Wars™ App-Enabled Droid™ with just 
a wave of your hand and expand your abilities with Force Training. Use the 
band by itself to complete Combat Training for Blasters, Lightsabers, and the 
Force itself, or collect digital holocrons in your environment through Force 
Awareness. Fulfill your destiny and become strong in the ways of the Force.

GADGETS
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SPRK+ M17-6A

Technical Specifications: 

Super durable UV coated polycarbonate shell
Bluetooth Smart (100 foot range)
Goes over 4.5 mph (2m/s) 
Built-in LED glow
Inductive charging with over 1 hour of play on a full charge
App and firmware updates that introduce new features

Designed to inspire curiosity, creativity, and invention through connected play and coding, SPRK+ is far more than just a 
robot. Powered by the Lightning Lab app, you can easily learn programming, complete hands-on activities, and share your 
creations with the community. Navigate a maze. Program a painting. Mimic the solar system. Swim across the water. Have a 
dance party… The only limit is your imagination. SPRK+ and Lightning Lab allow you to collaborate with other users around 
the globe to innovate the world of education and empower anyone to program. Equipped with Bluetooth SMART and a 
strong scratch-resistant UV coating, SPRK+ takes hands-on learning up a notch. Join the growing community of makers, 
students, instructors, and parents – all learning on the same social platform. SPRK+ will foster a love of robotics, coding, and 
STEAM principles… all through play. Learning is evolving. Get on the ball.

GADGETS



Mobile Cinema M17-7A

Mobile Cinema is an ultralight and compact Pico    
Projector with an embedded WiFi interface to mirror 
any contents from notebook, tablet or smartphone 
easily and without cable clutter. Connect via the                   
Airplay or Miracast (Screen Mirroring) function from 
iOS or    Android device, or the HDMI port for a variety 
of other playback devices. The DLP chip in use, known 
from large cinema projectors, provides rich colors and 
high contrasts. Thanks to the builtin rechargeable 
battery, Mobile Cinema can be used independent of 
any power source for real mobile presentations and 
movie nights. DLP optical technology with RGB LED. 
Picture size up to 80” (200 cm). WiFi projection from 
Smartphone or Tablet. Miracast and Airplay function 
for easy projection.O
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PowerMove M17-8A

Especially designed to carry your office on move. A
zippered handly portfolio crafted with PU and Linen holds 
a 13 inch laptop or tablet, slots to hold your mobile and 
accessories, business / credit cards and slots for pen. This 
special design portfolio comes with built in 6000 mAh 
power bank, 8GB flash memory, a mobile / tablet stand, 
PET flags 20 sheet each colour, a 50 sheet ruled notebook 
with linen cover and a ball pen. Available in Grey and 
Brown colours. Size: 24x34x4 cm
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BluFold M17-9B

iData Air M17-9A

Broadcom Bluetooth 3.0 Module Folding Key Board, equiped with built in 110 ma lithium polymer battery that can make you 
work for 40 hours at a stretch. X structure key design with 66 keys including the 14 shortcut function keys coated with ther-
mal UV protects fading. Can also be used as holder for your bluetooth devices.

Wireless data storage center. Connect 
with your phone via Wi-Fi; comes with a 
user-friendly dedicated App; one click to 
back up your photos/videos; manage your 
files in the flash drive and free up storage 
space on your phone. Password protection: 
password required to access the flash drive 
to ensure the safety of your files. Support 
file compression/decompression and allow 
direct editing of txt files, making your 
mobile office easy as ever. Support 
multi-user Wi-Fi connection, which allows 
multiple users to share the files on the flash 
drive at the same time, making it more 
convenient for the users. Compatible With 
: iPhone, iPad, iPod touch running iOS 8 or 
above , Android phones running Android 
4.3+ , Windows/Mac OS, using USB. 
Available in 32GB and 64GB.
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iData Pro M17-10A

Now, you can transfer existing photos, videos, or documents from your          
iDevice to the iData Pro. Transfer movies, music, photos, or document files 
from your computer directly on to the iData Pro. In fact, you can watch      
movies right from your iData Pro. The free iData Pro App automatically orga-
nizes all files by type.  Find all of your Pictures, Music, Movies, and Documents 
where they belong.  The iData Pro has a built-in audio and video players and      
photo viewer making it easy to enjoy all your media files directly on the iData 
Pro. With the iData Pro App, you can share the files on your iData Pro using 
third-party apps such as QQ, Whatsapp, Facebook, Twitter, WeChat, email, 
and more! iData Pro is available in 16GB, 32GB, 64GB, 128GB, and 256GB.  
Compatible With: 
• iPad Touch/iPhone 5/5c/5s/6/6 Plus/6s/6s Plus 
• iPad 4/iPad Air/iPad Air 2
• iPad Mini/iPad Mini 2/iPad Mini 3
• iOS 8.0 and above
• Windows/Mac OS, using USB
• Android phones running 4.3 or higher with OTG function 

Geo Mouse M17-10B

A 2.4G Wireless Optical Mouse 
with geomatric design and         
luminious edges. The engraved 
logo lights up while using.
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Halifaxor M17-11A
An adjustable iPad / tablet power pack portfolio that has a built in 6500 mAh Power Bank, 8GB flash memory, 
mobile holder and rubberized woven Grid It oraganizing slot to hold accessories. Comes in executive gift pack. 
Size: 28 x 23.5 cm
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Laser Power M17-12A

USB Power M17-12B

The Brass Laser Power is a power bank with a capacity of 
650 mAh for an emergency boost combined with a Class 2 
Laser Pointer. A micro-USB charging cable and a protective 
pouch comes as a package.

The USB Power is a pen shape power bank with 
a capacity of 650 mAh for an emergency boost 
combined with a built in 8GB USB. A micro-USB 
charging cable and a protective pouch is included 
in the pack.
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Round Hub M17-13A

Pop M17-13B

Simple 4 port 2.0 USB in ABS case. 
Cable length: 14 cm 
Dimensions: Ø5, 1 x 1 cm 
Available in 5 vibrant colours.

Pop-up USB hub with 4 USB 1.1 plugs. The cable can be rolled around the 
item to ease storage and transport. Available in black and silver colours.
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ChargeMe M17-14A

Multi Port Super Charger. Can 
charge 6 devices at the same time.
Input: AC 100-240V / 1000 mA. 
Output: 5.0V / 8A

Micro Pen M17-14B

Unique Metal Body pen 
with integrated 650 mAh 
Power Bank, ball point 
with stylus tip. Comes with 
additional lightning plug 
adaptor.
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Coherent M17-15B

A 4-in-1 white glossy finish ballpen with red laser, led 
torch. Material: brass, wavelength: 630-670nm, 
Outpower: Class III, Battery: 3 pcs IR4.

Power Bank Stylus 

@memorii  Unique brass pen with chrome plated brass trims and 
integrated 650 mAh powerbank, ballpoint and stylus tip. Use the 
cleverly designed powerbank to recharge your mobile phone.
Including integrated lightning plug adapter.

ITPB 417 ITPB 418 ITPB 419  - SCINTILLA
Product Size:  16.5 x 1.5 cms

650 mAh

Packing Details : 
38.5 x 32  x 28 cms ;  250 pcs /carton ;  gw/nw:  16 kg / carton
Print Technique : UV, SC & Eng Preferred Print Location : Barrel 
Max Print Size: 40 x 10mm

Multifunctional Technology Pens

Kagar M17-15A

An integrated brass ball point pen / stylus 
with chrome trims and built in 650 mAh 
Power Bank to charge your mobile phones 
including a lightning plus adaptor. Available 
in black, gun metal and white colour

Idzi M17-15C

A 3-in-1 black matt finish ballpen with red laser and 
itouch. Material: brass, wavelength: 630-670nm, 
Outpower: Class III, Battery: 3 pcs IR4.
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Jarel M17-16B

A handy multi functional office 
tool : Pencil sharpener, pen holder, 
staple pin remover, punch, carton 
opener, scissors, tape measure, 
stapler, paper clip holder.

iStand7 M17-16A

All in 1 case / stand for iPhone 7 with a built in battery 3500 mAh capacity.
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Aapo M17-17B

4 in 1 USB multi function ball pen with stylus. 
The pen comprises of a 8GB USB with OTG 
connector including a lightning plus adaptor. 
Available in silver and rose gold colour.

Cyber M17-17A

Cyber Roller Pen simplicity reflecting the 
classic touch. Anodized aluminium body 
with 0.5mm steel German roller refil. 
Capacity 8GB. Colours: Red, Blue, Silver, 
Black. Red Dot Award Winner.
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Digital World M17-18A

An elegant matt finish USB pen with 8GB capacity. 
Available in gun metal colour.

Shell M17-18B

Shell 2in1 usb metal pen with 8GB capacity. 
The logo engraved shows up as mirror chrome 
finish. Comes with blue ink.

61motivatorsuae.com

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Desmond M16-61A

A Classic Duke Pen Set comprising of 
a black lacquer metal roller pen and a 
fountain pen with studded American 
diamonds on the barrel. Comes in a 
deluxe box packing.

Bluing M16-61B

Blue Sapphire finish classic Duke 
Pen Set comprising of a fountain 
pen and a roller pen in a deluxe 
PU gift box packing.
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OTG Flash M17-19C

3 in 1 USB Flash drive with OTG / Lightning Connector. 
Available in silver, gray and rose gold color. 
Can be supplied in 8, 16, 32 and 64GB capacity.

San Time M17-19B

Spark M17-19A

A uniques hourglass metal USB with 3 minutes timer. 
USB 2.0 Memory Flash Drive. Can be supplied form 4GB 
to 64GB.

Custom made metal USB flash drives make a high impact statement that 
delivers the results that you need. These can be supplied in 8 to 64GB capacity.
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Sway Away 
M17-20A

Flip M17-20B

Sway Away 8GB USB 
memory flash drive 
with rubberized coat-
ing. Engraving on 
the rubberized body 
gives a mirror finish. 
ABS material.
Size: 52x29(dia) mm 
Black color

Flip 8GB USB 
memory flash 
drive. ABS and 
Stainless steel, 
with rubberized 
coating. Engraving 
on the rubberized 
body gives a mir-
ror finish. 
Size: 60x16x9 mm 
Black color

USB Flash Drives 
8GB Capacity

Romero M17-20C

USB FLASH DRIVES
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Acacus* 
M17-21A

Lach* M17-21B Laci* M17-21C

Executive*
M17-21D

*All the above USB’s can be supplied from 8GB to 64GB.
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Nox* M17-22D

WalletStick* M17-22A

Pop* M17-22B

*All the above USB’s can be supplied from 8GB to 64GB.

Gyro* M17-22C

USB FLASH DRIVES
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Hug Booster M17-23A

Hug Booster the smallest power 
bank with a capacity of 500 mAh. 
The built in cable snuggles in 
the power bank when not in use. 
Available in Space Grey and Silver 
colour.

PowerMoulds M17-23B

A bespoke power bank with upgraded PCBA with 90% energy-efficiency, thermal protection. 
A shortcut to figure out your ideas. Can mould a 2D/3D shape as per your requirements. 
Battery used Li-ion 18650 with capacity of 2200 mAh / 2600 mAh. MOQ 500 pcs.
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Squid Max 2500 M17-24A

Squid Max 5000 M17-24B

Squid Max portable external power bank with 2500 mAh capacity.    
Available in two versions: full colour epoxy or laser engrave with light up 
logo. Battery Grade A Li-ion with overcharge protection Can be used as 
phone stand. Smart dust proof suction cups for easy carry and use.

Squid Max portable external power bank with 5000 mAh capacity. 
Available in two versions: full colour epoxy or laser engrave with light 
up logo. Battery Grade A Li-ion with overcharge protection, Output: 
2.1. Can be used as phone stand. Smart dust proof suction cups for 
easy carry and use.
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Squid Max 7500 M17-25A

Squid Max portable external power bank with 7500 
mAh capacity. Available in two versions: full colour 
epoxy or laser engrave with light up logo. Grade A 
Li-ion battery, 2.1A output provides express battery 
charging, dual USB port, 2 in 1 charging cable with 
overcharge protection. Dust proof silicon suction 
pad. 

Menu Power Bank M17-25B

Menu Stand Power Bank – an excellent promo 
idea for restaurants, bars, cafes, conference halls 
and any other public places. 
Menu Stand Power Bank can help you with this, 
additionally providing a great opportunity for 
promotion, as both sides of the stand can insert 
the advertising poster.

Charge time: about 8-12 hours
Battery life: more than 600 times
Support device: 
smartphone, Iphone, iPod, iPad, 
Tablet, GPS, etc.
Socket type: dual USB port
Capacity: 10400mah
Poster dimentions: 210 x 148 mm
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Jalad M17-26A

Leather power bank with 6000 mAh capacity, Li-Polymer battery, 
output 1 and 2. Available in brown, white and black colours.

Ebo M17-26B

High quality rubberized finish power bank with 
10400mAh capacity. Grade A Li-polymer battery 
with dual USB port. Available in pearl white and 
matt black colour.
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Slim Bank M17-27B

A slim / light 4000 mAh power bank with lithium polymer battery. Same size of iPhone 6. Available in charcoal, silver and 
gold colour. The logo can be 3D engraved on the acrylic part, it illuminates with blue EL light and the engraved logo shows 
up when in use. 

Boost M17-27A
An aluminum shell 6000 mAh Lithium Polymer battery 
Power bank with built-in charging cable. Comes with 
an additional lightning adaptor. Input: 5V/1A, Output 
1: 5V/1A, Output 2: 5V/2.1A, Weight: 170g
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Finger M17-28A

Slim barrel shape metal body power bank with a capacity 
of 2600 mAh. Has single USB charging point with over-
charge protection. Comes with white and black colours.

Lapis M17-28B

Innovative Window Solar 
Charger with Smart Lighting. 
6000mAh Dual USB power bank 
can be stuck on window of your 
office, home or the car for all 
day green solar power. Built-in 
200Lux LED light with SOS/Cau-
tion mode. Innovatively it could 
put on room wall for smart light-
ing, due to it’s PIR sensor.
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Fantasy M17-29B

Fantasy wireless charger is an intellegent product with simple design and 
compatible with any mobile phone with Q1 standard. Mobile phone is 
without the plug when charging, which is most convenient and efficient. 
It brings you limitless life experience as well as safe and free experience 
with wireless charging function. The blue illuminating light indicates the 
phone being charged. Size: 100x9.5 mm

Qi Charger M17-29A

Wirelessly charge any Qi enabled device, this Qi enabled 
charging pad allows you to charge any Qi enabled device 
without the mess of charging cables. Simple conveneint, 
enjoy the true comfort of wireless charging, tri coil free 
positioning technology. Comes with adaptors for Android 
and Apple phone to make it Qi enable. Available in various 
colours.
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Malapit Colour M17-30A

Kipp M17-30B

A sleek mobile holder espacially designed with dust proof 
suction cups to fit all types of mobile phone. Malapit has 
3000mAh built in power bank with battery indicator. ID and 
credit card slots makes it handy for daily use. Comes with a 
universal (lightning/android) charging cable. 
Available in 5 vibrant colours.

A multifunction power bank with 
2200 mAh capacity. Combines a 
twist action ball pen (black ink) 
and stylus, a slide on clip that 
is used as a mobile holder and 
screen cleaner. This comes with 
micro cable and lightning adaptor. 
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Sound Block M17-31A

Sound Block is a beautiful wooden aluminum speak-
er with leather handle for portability. It is equipped 
with Bluetooth V2.1 + EDR pairing for listening to 
music and taking on the phone. 2000mAh lithium 
battery can play up to 8 hours on medium volume 
levels under an excellent quality sound. Simply 
charge it using the included micro-USB charging 
cable. 
Size: 8 x 17 x 5 cm

POWER BANKS AND SPEAKERS
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Light ‘N’ Sound M17-32A

Yell Bluetooth Speaker with flashlight and lamp. Flashlight range 20 
mts, lantern offers 360 degree light, Bluetooth Speaker version 3.0 
gives soothing music at your convenience for continuous 8 hours. 
Available in various colours.

Jana M17-32B

A mini bluetooth speaker version V2.1 + EDR upto 10mts, built in 
lithium battery 300 mA, can play for 4 hours continuously, Frequency: 
100 Hz- 20 Khz, Signal to noise ratio>90dB, Distortion <1%, Dimension: 
36x36 mm. Available in various colours.
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Carri M17-33A

Splash proof outdoor bluetooth speaker and 
built in power bank with lithium polymer battery 
of 4400 mAh capacity. Sporty / portable design  
IPX-4 splash proof speaker comes with carabiner, 
bluetooth v3.0 wireless connection upto 10m, 
high fidelity 4W speaker. Co-axial bass enhancer 
for deeper bass, speaker phone funtion (built-in 
mic) excellent all time smart phones companion. 
AUX 3.5mm audio input via accessory cable. Bat-
tery level and charging indication. 
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Harpa M17-34B

A 2-in-1 bluetooth speaker and mobile holder. Can be converted to a 
mobile holder by putting upside down and the phone can be clutched 
on the suction cups for better viewing. Bluetooth version 2.1 + EDR, 
RF Range: 10m, Frequency Response: 100 Hz-20Hz. Loudspeaker: 3W, 
Distortion: <1.0%, Playback Time: 5 Hours, Dimension: 63x63x73 cm, 
Weight: 106 g

Swerve M17-34A

Swerve Bluetooth® and NFC Speaker. At home, in the office or on 
the go, this exclusive design portable Bluetooth speaker delivers 
pristine streaming audio when paired with Bluetooth® capable 
devices (10 metre range). The NFC (Near Field Communication) 
feature allows you to pair your device by simply tapping the device 
to the speaker. Including infidelity gift box (size: 10.5x10 9.6 cm). 
ABS Plastic. Individual product weight 219 gram.
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Onyx M17-35B

The Harman Kardon Onyx Studio 2 provides best-
in-class audio that is delivered in an iconic design 
that is destined to become the centerpiece of any 
room. With the convenience of wireless Bluetooth 
connectivity and a rechargeable Li-ion battery, 
you and your music can cut cords and enjoy up 
to 5-hour playtime anytime, anywhere. Harman 
Kardon Onyx Studio 2 comes with new features 
such as a built-in speakerphone with Harman 
VoiceLogic echo and noise cancellation as well as 
an auxiliary input. Crafted with premium materials, 
Onyx Studio2 has been engineered to enhance 
your demanding lifestyle with the sophisticated, 
audio excellence expected from Harman Kardon.

Levitating Speaker M17-35A

Created by world class industrial designers and audio engineers, this lev-
itating Bluetooth speaker is out of this world! As the speaker orb hovers 
and rotates over the base, you and your friends will watch in amazement.
Designed to intensify 3D sound, the built-in sound guide cone lets you 
enjoy surround stereo from any room in your home.
The unit operates with the NFC function on your smartphone or tablet, 
providing up to 10 meters’ wireless communication.
You can use it with any music software and the lithium battery supports 
up to 10 hours of playing time.
Measuring 5.9 inches in diameter and 2 pounds in weight, this unit is very 
portable and fits virtually anywhere. Just sit back and enjoy!
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GoPlay M17-36A

Aura M17-36B

Harman Kardon’s iconic design meets superior function in this high-performance, full-featured, portable Bluetooth speaker: 
the Harman Kardon Go + Play. It fills your room with a full spectrum of sound powered by its quad drivers. Thanks to the 
rechargeable battery, you can enjoy up to 8 hours of playtime and charge your smartphones and tablets via USB. Wirelessly 
connect two Harman Kardon Wireless Dual Sound enabled speakers together to elevate your music listening experience. The 
Go + Play is also crafted with premium materials - its stainless steel handle and fabric grill add a stylish touch to your home 
décor or when you are on-the-go.

The Harman Kardon Aura Wireless Speaker System has a sound as rich 
and rewarding as its appearance suggests. With its 6 X 1.5” high- and 
mid-range drivers and a 4.5” subwoofer delivering Omni-directional, 360º 
sound, the Aura packs a punch much larger than its modest footprint might 
suggest. Outfitted with premium materials and elite features – including 
built-in Bluetooth® to stream audio from your Bluetooth® devices, Wifi for         
Apple AirPlay and DLNA streaming on your home network – the Harman           
Kardon Aura delivers a look and feel you’ll be proud to include in your 
home. From its premium cloth grill to its transparent enclosure – which lets 
you see inside to observe the subwoofer and its custom-built metal housing 
and illuminating LED – your own expectations will be forever altered. Use 
the Harman Kardon Remote app to guide you through a simplified set-up, 
giving you full control over your wireless Harman Kardon ecosystem. Aura 
stands alone in a world of me-too speakers as it clearly demonstrated and 
shows that beauty can sound as stunning as it looks.
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Charge M17-37A

Flip M17-37B

JBL Charge 3 is the ultimate, high-powered portable Bluetooth speaker with power-
ful stereo sound and a power bank all in one package.
The Charge 3 takes the party everywhere, poolside or in the rain, thanks to the 
waterproof design, durable fabric and rugged housing. Its high-capacity 6,000mAh 
battery provides 20 hours of playtime and can charge your smartphones and tablets 
via its USB output.
A built-in noise and echo-cancelling speakerphone gives you crystal clear calls with 
the press of a button. Wirelessly link multiple JBL Connect-enabled speakers to 
amplify the listening experience.

JBL Flip 3 is the next generation in the award-winning Flip series; it is a comprehensive portable Bluetooth speaker that 
delivers surprisingly powerful, room-filling stereo sound everywhere. This ultra-compact speaker is powered by a 3000mAh 
rechargeable Li-ion battery that offers 10 hours of continuous, high-quality stereo audio playtime. Sporting durable, splash-
proof fabric materials that are available in 8 vibrant colors, Flip 3 is the all purpose, all weather companion that integrates 
music into every aspect of your life – from tabletop to poolside, from sunny mornings to rainy nights. Flip 3 also features a 
built-in noise and echo cancelling speakerphone for crystal clear conference calls, and JBL Connect technology that can wire-
lessly link multiple JBL Connect enabled speakers together to amplify the listening experience.
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Xtreme M17-38A

JBL Xtreme is the ultimate portable Bluetooth speaker that 
effortlessly delivers earth-shaking, powerful stereo sound by 
incorporating four active transducers and two visible JBL Bass 
Radiators.

Packing a massive rechargeable 10,000mAh Li-ion battery that 
supports up to 15 hours of playtime and dual USB charge out, 
this speaker easily keeps your music and your devices going 
for as long as you need them to. You can trust JBL Xtreme to 
bring the excitement wherever you need it – whether indoors or 
outdoors, poolside party or backyard barbeque – with its splash-
proof fabric design that’s available in black, blue, or red.

It also features a noise and echo cancelling speakerphone for 
clear conference calls, and JBL Connect that can wirelessly link 
multiple JBL Connect enabled speakers together to amplify the 
listening experience.

POWER BANKS AND SPEAKERS
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Audio L Plus M17-39A

The Audio L Plus is the largest speaker in the new 
Ministry of Sound Audio range, and is built to deliver 
extremely high-quality sound, meticulously tuned by 
Ministry of Sound’s team of sound experts led by Ivor 
Novello Award-winning DJ and producer Phil Faversham.

Sleek design meets serious sound to power your party 
with high-end audio engineering. Incorporating Blue-
tooth, Wi-Fi connectivity, multi-room streaming and 
your favourite music services at the touch of a button. 
Play music from a Tablet, Smartphones, PC or other net-
worked devices, access your entire digital Music library, 
internet Radio and the popular music services Spotify 
Connect, Tidal and Deezer. 

Use the free Ministry of Sound iOS or Android App for 
easy set up and control. Play different music to each 
speaker or organise speakers into up to 8 groups and 
play the same music to each speaker in a group. Alter-
natively Connect via Bluetooth with aptX. NFC Bluetooth 
Pairing. Tap and Swipe Touch surface to change volume 
and skip tracks. Internal power supply. Line In. One 
button press to access music directly from the Ministry 
of Sound Club.

Compatibility
• IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2×2 MIMO Wi-Fi
• Apple Airplay
• DLNA
• All A2DP supported devices
• 3.5 mm audio input
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Audio S Plus M17-40A

Audio M Plus M17-40B

Designed to withstand the demands expected of a por-
table bluetooth device, the Audio S Plus with durable yet 
slick design can be taken anywhere with you. Comes with 
metal stand. Weight 17.81 Oz (505 g) , Size: 110mm width 
X 240mm height X 134 mm depth. 
The Ministry of Sound Audio S Plus’ style has become one 
of the most common in Bluetooth speakers. It is compact 
enough to grip with thumb and forefinger and almost be 
able to touch fingertips, which is about as small as you can 
get while still with clever engineering, being able to sound 
pretty big. However, this isn’t the flashiest speaker of its 
kind. The cosmetic finishing touches and the thick band 
of rubber that slips around the Ministry of Sound Audio 
S Plus’s middle that adds on a feather to its class. It adds 
a hint of toughness, and covers up the micro-USB charge 
socket.

Features

• Bluetooth Stereo Connectivity 
• Wirelessly connect 2 speakers in Stereo 
• Wireless Range up to 10 meters
• Rugged Splash proof Design (IPx4)
• Memory of previous 7 paired devices

The Audio M Plus offers a slick 
ergonomic design and both 
mains and battery power – 
making it simultaneously multi-
room capable and highly portable 
for ultimate flexibility and user convenience, unlike 
key market rivals. The ultimate example of portable high-end 
sound. Incorporating Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity, the Audio 
M+ offers multi-room streaming from your favourite music ser-
vices. Wirelessly connect to a home WiFi network. Play music from 
a Tablet, Smartphones, PC or other networked devices. Access 
your entire digital Music library, internet Radio and the popular 
music services Spotify Connect, Tidal and Deezer. Use the free 
Ministry of Sound iOS or Android App for easy set up and control. 
Play different music to each speaker or organise speakers into up 
to 8 groups and play the same music to each speaker in a group. 
Alternatively Connect via Bluetooth with aptX. NFC Bluetooth 
Pairing. Tap and Swipe Touch surface to change volume and skip 
tracks. Internal Rechargeable Lithium-ion Battery. 7 hours playback 
(at 70% volume). Line In. One button press to access music directly 
from the Ministry of Sound Club.

Compatibility
• IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2×2 MIMO Wi-Fi
• DLNA
• All A2DP supported devices
• 3.5 mm audio input
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Palladium M17-41A

The Défi’s innovative finish and sophisticated build mark 
a new evolution in S.T. Dupont writing instrument design. 
Engineered for speed and precision, its injected metal frame, 
lightweight palladium and fluid ink flow technology ensure a 
high performance writing experience.

McLaren 2016 M17-41B

The Défi’s limited edition McLaren sophisticated build and innovative finish mark. A 
new evolution in S.T. Dupont writing instrument design. Engineered for speed and 
precision, its injected metal frame, lightweight palladium and fluid ink flow technology 
ensure a high performance writing experience.
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Elysee M17-42B

Fire Head M17-42A

The new symbol of S.T.Dupont’s craftsmanship, the ELYSEE pen is aptly named. From its very begin-
nings in 1872, S.T.Dupont has always been chosen by the most powerful figures in the world. An em-
blem of French luxury, S.T.Dupont was rapidly adopted by governments and men of power. The brand 
was therefore appointed official supplier to the Elysée palace, serving French presidents from René 
Coty to Vincent Auriol, Georges Pompidou, Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, Jacques Chirac and François Mit-
terrand. There is no more right or left wing: the excellence and power of S.T.Dupont products is hailed 
across the political spectrum. Even today, the French Republic uses them as their official gifts.

The S.T. Dupont “Fire Head’’ Black Chinese Lacquer Pens. Based on 
the Line D model, the Fire Head collection is the new pattern that 
pays tribute to fire by drawing inspiration from its universal symbol: 
the triangle. Fire Head Line D writing instruments are available as 
ballpoints, convertible rollers and fountain pens.
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Trendy Square M17-43A

The typical trendy square ball pen made of aluminium bar processed 
by CNC. Available in red, blue, silver, gold and black colours. German 
Roller Refil 0.5mm black ink. 

Cyber M17-43B

Cyber Roller Pen simplicity reflecting the 
classic touch. Anodized aluminium body 
with 0.5mm steel German roller refil. 
Capacity 8GB. Colours: Red, Blue, Silver, 
Black. Red Dot Award Winner.
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Wisdom M17-44A
Wisdom roller pen. A decent barrel shape guaran-
tees to meet all requirements for business affairs. 
Available in different finishes in various colours. 
Germen Roller Refil 0.5mm black ink. 

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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To be profound and different. 
This is what Balance is about. 
Classy brushed aluminium tech-
nique brings out a subtle texture 
towards daily use. Balance pen 
can be supplied as roller and 
fountain. Roller refill 0.5mm 
black ink. 

Angle M17-45B

Luxo is not pretentious, but it surely known for its unique. 
The gracefully soft smooth feel writing is the result of our 
hard endeavor.  Can supply ball pen (1 mm)  / roller pen 
(0.5mm) with black german refill.

ANGLE Fine Brushed Aluminum Ball Pen. These aluminium bar processed by 
CNC writing utensils provide touchless mechanism to meet the expectation. 
German refill and the touchless mechanism provides a smooth flow. 
Ink Color: Black, Blue

Balance M17-45C

Luxo M17-45A
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Colourful Joy M17-46A

Montreux M17-46B

Pen One M17-46C

Glossy and chrome body with twist action 
ballpen available in crisp white and aqua blue 
colour.

Classic shaped magnetic roller pen with metallic 
colour matt finish body and chrome clip.

Twist action matt finish ballpen with contrast matt trims. 
Available in two colours.

61motivatorsuae.com
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Desmond M16-61A

A Classic Duke Pen Set comprising of 
a black lacquer metal roller pen and a 
fountain pen with studded American 
diamonds on the barrel. Comes in a 
deluxe box packing.

Bluing M16-61B

Blue Sapphire finish classic Duke 
Pen Set comprising of a fountain 
pen and a roller pen in a deluxe 
PU gift box packing.
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Kojo M17-47B

2 in 1 twist type ball pen with integrated yellow high-
lighter. A replacement highlighter and a black D1 refill 
is included in a plastic transparent slipcase.

Peak M17-47A

A black resin gift set with chrome trims that comprises of a 
metal ballpen and a roller pen in a gift box packing with 
magnetic flip closure.
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Eban M17-48A

Gunmetal Stainless steel pen set comprising 
of a ball pen and a roller pen with rubberized 
finish. The logo engraved will show up as 
mirror finish in gun metal colour. Comes with 
blue ink.

Maoon M17-48B

Stylish Duke Pen Set having a ballpen and a roller pen.
Comes in a sleek gift box with magnetic flip closure.
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Kendi M17-49B

Larue M17-49A

Twist action rubberized finish metal ball pen. 
The engraved logo gives a chrome mirror finish.

Twist type metal ball pen with rubberized coating. The 
engraved logo will show up as mirror effect matching the 
colour of the clip. Comes with blue ink.

4 in 1 M17-49C

A metal laser ballpen with iTouch, laser pointer and a flashlight. 
Available in white and black with smooth pullout cap.
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Method M17-50C

Cevanchy* M17-50D

Szu* M17-50B

Matte* M17-50A

An aluminum ballpen, metallic 
lacquer body with black stylish 
clip loaded. Available in gun 
metal and matt silver colour. 
Engraved logo shows up as 
brass finish.

Black lacquer metal body with 
chrome trims ballpen with an elegant 
laser etched waist.

*The chrome barrel gives a mirror finish once engraved.

A black metal ballpen 
with twist mechanism 
and chrome trims.

A black matt finish metal 
ballpen with black glossy 
trims with twist mechanism.
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Colortwist M16-89A 

A 2in1 metal ballpen, aluminium barrel 
with black trims has a yellow color 
highlighter at the back. Available in 
matt white and matt gun metal finish.

Stroke M16-89B 

Ball point pen with push 
mechanism.

Grundtal White M16-89C 

A smooth white metal ballpen with 
grey trims.
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Twistt
M16-96A

Hi Twist  
M16-96B

PusGripp  
M16-96C

Gair M17-51A

Hi-Twist M17-51D

Stroke M17-51C

Push type aluminum ballpen. 
Matt finish barrel with rubberized 
upper barrel and metal satin clip. 
Loaded with blue parker ink. 

A 2-in-1 twist ball pen with yellow highlighter.
Available in different colours.

Aluminum ball pen 
with push mechanism 
and rubberized grip.

iTouch M17-51B

A matt finish metal body iTouch pen with black trims 
and metal refill for smooth writing. Available in matt 
gun metal and matt silver finish.
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Hale M17-52A

Aluminum ballpen with metallic 
lacquered body with chromed 
trims. Loaded with blue parker 
color ink.

Eada M17-52B

Aluminum Ballpen, metallic lacquered body with 
black clip loaded with plastic parker refill.

Hans M17-52C

Plastic pen with I-stylus. Solid matt 
body, loaded with: PK X-20 Refill.
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Issa M17-53A

Cait M17-53C

Push Type Plastic Ball pen. Available in Frosted 
white, blue and grey colours. 1.0mm blue ink.

Push type plastic ball pen, translucent
white and grey colour with shiny chromed 
fittings. 1.0mm blue ink.

Hadar M17-53B

Aluminum push type pen. Blue ink. 
Available in 8 vibrant colours.
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Chalk M16-97A 
Chalk pen are authentically made in Switzerland with 
the most advanced injection and assembly tehnologies.

Chalk M17-54A

The push action chalk ball pen are authentically made in Switzerland with the 
most advanced injection and assembly technologies. 2500 meters of free flowing 
writing. Non-smudging tip and a super smooth click mechanism. 
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Chalk M16-97A 
Chalk pen are authentically made in Switzerland with 
the most advanced injection and assembly tehnologies.
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Chalk M16-97A 
Chalk pen are authentically made in Switzerland with 
the most advanced injection and assembly tehnologies.
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Trucial M17-55A

Chiave M17-55CLinus M17-55B

Libretas M17-55D Amigo M17-55E

A bespoke crystal base table top 
business card holder with Dubai 
skyline made of hard resin and 
gold plated.

Zippered leather key holder with card slot.A tabletop aluminum business card holder.
Holds 20-25 cards.

Double sided slim genuine leather card 
holder.

Grained leather business card holder with vertical 
opening for easy access.
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Adventurer M16-99A 

Adventurer slim wallet. Slim down your wallet with this 
elegant design for easy storage. The wallet can hold 
up to 10 credit cards. The blue insert can be used as a 
divider to sort your cards. Paper money can be folded 
and stored under the elastic band. Push the blue plate 
up to access your cards easily. Packed in a Marksman 
gift box. Exclusive design. Aluminium and polyester.

Agam M16-99C

Business card holder with dual magnetic opening.
Agao M16-99D 

Dual opening business card holder.

Accuire M16-99B 

Metal and Leather Combined 
business card holder. Available 
in 3 different Colours.

101motivatorsuae.com
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Jules M16-101A

A horizontal business card holder with PU 
Cover and metal plate for engraving.

Goud
M16-101C

Cardex
M16-101D

Duasto M16-101E

Dual Opening business card holder.

Alejo M16-101G

Linus M16-101B

A tabletop aluminum business card holder.

Dualis M16-101F 

Dual Opening business card holder.

Jules* M17-56A Agam* M17-56B

Broon* M17-56DDualis* M17-56C

Papyri* M17-56E

A leatherette business card holder with 
metal plate for engraving.

Business card holder with dual 
magnetic opening.

Business card holder made of metal with PU covering 
and contrast stitches.

Dual opening business card holder.

Leatherette business card holder.
Available in 3 colours.

*Holds 15-20 business cards 
depending upon the thickness of the card.



‘McLAREN’ 2016 Set M17-57A

S.T. Dupont ‘McLAREN 2016 Ltd. Edition Gift Set comprises 
of a Défi model streamlined gel ink writing instrument and 
the ‘McLAREN 2016’ wallet with black perforated full-grain 
calfskin exterior, which is highlighted by McLaren rocket red 
topstitching. On its main side, it features a shiny black bar 
engraved with the name ‘S.T. Dupont’, as well as a discreet 
tricolour flag, which serves as a reminder that the brand’s 
leather goods are ‘Made in France’.
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Firehead Set M17-58A

The S.T. Dupont “Fire Head’’ Set Comprises of a Black Chinese Lacquer 
Elysee Ballpoint Pen and the matching Fire Head design men’s wallet 
with 6 credit card slots. Features leather embossed new pattern RFID 
protection technology integrated in the lining of the vents to protect 
personal data contained from any risk of wireless identity theft. Can 
also be supplied in black or lucarent blue color with matching Elysee 
Roller Pen. 

GIFT SETS
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Kaisu M17-59A

A Bernard Florentin Gift set comprising 
of a genuine leather unisex wallet with 
mobile, currency and credit card slots, a 
10400 mAh dual charging power bank 
and a twist action metal ball pen in a 
deluxe PU gift box packing.
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Kacee M17-60A

3 pcs. gift set comprising of a travel wallet with built in 4000 mAh 
power bank, a twist action metal ball pen and a slide in leather key 
holder. Comes in a gift box.
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Kavan M17-61A

2 pcs. gift set comprising of a 4000 mAh Power bank 
with lithium polymer battery and a built in flash light 
plus a stylish metal ball pen with built in 8GB USB. 
Available in black and silver combination.

Jadira M17-61B

Linen Gift Set comprising of a RPET* Travel Wallet (RIFD) and 
a matching RPET* buisiness card holder (RIFD) and a metal 
ball pen with iTouch. Comes in a deluxe gift box. Available in 
grey, charcoal and blue colours. 

*RPET stands for recycled polyethylene terephthalate, or recycled PET. PET is a strong, durable and recyclable material that is used for soda bottles, water 
bottles and food jars, while RPET can be made into such products as blankets, insulation, car parts, shoes and more.
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PowerTravel M16-108A

A high end perfect travel gift set comprising of a PU travel 
wallet, a portable weighing scale (capacity 50kg), a world 
travel adaptor and a power bank with lithium polymer 
battery, capacity 5000 mAh.  
Size: 38x30x4.5 cm. 

Powered Memory M16-108B 

A iPhone shape Duke power bank with a capacity 
of 4000 mAh and a matching high-end Duke USB 
Pen with 8GB capacity.

Power Rover M17-62A

Perfect Travel Gift Set comprising of a zippered PU travel wallet, a 
digital weighing scale (capacity: 50Kg), an EU standard 1100 mA travel 
adaptor, a 5000 mAh power bank with lithium polymer battery and 
dual USB charging and a slim phone mate. With slots to hold sim card, 
memory card, a slide in pin to remove the sm card and can be used as 
a phone stand.
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Aria M17-63B

Kaga M17-63A

Gift set comprising of lantern 
moon metal key holder, a 4-in-1 
laser pen (with flashlight and 
iTouch) and a classy metal 
bookmark (apt for engraving 
your logo) with satin dangler. 

Travel pouch comprising of a slim power bank 2600 mAh, car adaptor for USB charging, 
a DC USB charger, ear phones, 4 ports USB hub and a phone mate. Can be supplied in 
black or brown zippered pouch.
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Bahram M17-64A

2 pcs. gift set comprising of a soft cover note 
book with 112 ruled pages cream colour and a 
metal book mark, comes with a matching pen in a 
gift box packing.
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Power Store M17-65B

A high end technology gift set comprising of a 10,000 mAh power bank, 
a 16GB OTG USB and a matching metal pen in a gift box. 
Available in three colours. 

Karah M17-65A

Gift set comprising of a lantern 
key holder, a 4-in-1 laser pen (with 
flashlight and iTouch) and a classy 
metal bookmark with satin dangler.
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Izod M17-66A

Set of two metal pens (ball pen and 
roller ball) with a rubberised finish 
metal USB. Having a capacity of 8GB.

Jasan M17-66B

Travel pouch comprising of a slim card shaped power bank 2600 mAh, an 
8GB OTG USB, a matching chalk pen from Switzerland, a USB light and 
travel phone mate. Can be supplied in brown / black leatherette zippered 
pouch.
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Cabore M17-67A

Cadet M17-67B

2 pcs. gift set comprising of a carbon fibre design 
metal ball pen and a matching genuine leather men’s 
wallet with zippered coin compartment with an extra 
flap for credit cards.

2 pcs. gift set comprising of a carbon fibre design metal 
ball pen and a matching genuine leather business card 
holder with vertical opening for easy access.
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Inca M17-68A

Travel pouch comprising of a metal barrel shape power bank 2600 mAh, 
an 8GB metal USB pen , a phone mate and USB light. Can be supplied in 
black or brown zippered pouch.

Vera M17-68B

Gift set comprising of a symbolic lantern, 
mosque and moon key holder, a 4-in-1 
laser ball pen (with flashlight and iTouch) 
and a metal bookmark with satin dangler.
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Malapit Set M17-69A

Ferros M17-69B

Gift Set comprising of Malapit mobile holder (with suc-
tion cups to fit all types of mobile phone, 3000mAh built 
in power bank and has the battery indicator) a metal ball 
point pen and a slide in leather key holder. Comes in a 
gift box packing.

A gift set comprising of a leatherette organizer with daily diary 
refill or an open date refill, a business card holder and a metal 
ballpen. Metal ballpen can also be replaced with a USB pen. 
Size: 38*29*6.5cm
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Toits* M17-70A

A personalized gift set comprising of a genuine leather men’s 
wallet, genuine leather business card holder and a black lac-
quered metal ballpen in a presentable gift box packing. Can be 
supplied with a genuine leather belt or a silk / polyester tie in 
assortments.
Size: 33x22x6 cm

*Can do custom made logo ties / plain ties with logo printed. Also have huge varity of assorted silk and polyester ties.

Linen Memory Set M17-70B

2 pcs. gift set comprising of a 96 sheet 
80 gsm lined cream paper notebook with 
linen cover has a magnetic enclosure 
and built in USB with 8GB Capacity. The 
matching metal ball pen makes a perfect.  
Available in charcoal black, denim blue 
and the executive grey combination. 



LUNA™ Mini 2 M17-71A

Cool and customizable face brush the Luna Mini 2 is an enhanced t-sonic™ face brush with eight adjustable        
intensities for a fully customizable cleansing experience. The updated 3-zone face brush is optimized for all skin 
types and comes in five exciting new colors. Every Luna Mini 2 sonic face brush comes with a 2-year limited       
warranty and 10-year quality guarantee.
The revolutionary LUNA mini 2 sonic face brush eliminates blemish-causing impurities while remaining                           
extremely gentle on the skin. All it takes is one minute twice a day for a fresh, clear and even-looking complexion.                 
Customizable skincare system The LUNA mini 2’s 3-zone face brush is now 50% larger and made with softer        
silicone for a sensorial cleansing experience that suits every skin type. Choose from eight intensities to find what 
works for you gentle yet effective cleansing. The T-Sonic pulsations delivers the unique ability to remove 99.5% of 
dirt and oil, as well as makeup residue and dead skin cells, and exfoliate without irritating the skin.   
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Petel M17-72A

A bespoke ladies gift set comprising 
of a sleek mobile holder (suitable 
for any kind of mobile) that has a 
3000 mAh built in power bank and a 
matching ball point pen in an elegant 
gift box.

Nica M17-72B

Genuine Leather two fold ladies wallet with slots 
for plenty of cards, and zipper compartments to 
hold currency and bill folds / hold coins etc. Can 
be crafted in black, brown and tan colours as per 
your requirement. 
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Rouch  M16-126D 

A foldable bag hanger that 
holds upto 4.5kg.

Grace M16-126C

Penciled leather 
ladies clutch.

Zita M16-126B

Ladies trifold leather wallet 
with coin compartment.

Scarves M16-126A 

Custom made scarves as per your corporate identity.

Chalmer M17-73B

Metal Key Chain 
sybolising a mosque, 
moon and a prayer 
lamp.

PinkHope M17-73D PinkChain M17-73E PinkBrave M17-73F

Lapel Pin to support Breast 
Cancer Awareness.

Metal Key Holder to support 
Breast Cancer Awareness.

Silicon Wrist Band to support 
Breast Cancer Awareness.
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FEMININE GIFTS

Rouch  M16-126D 

A foldable bag hanger that 
holds upto 4.5kg.

Grace M16-126C

Penciled leather 
ladies clutch.

Zita M16-126B

Ladies trifold leather wallet 
with coin compartment.

Scarves M16-126A 

Custom made scarves as per your corporate identity.

Rouch M17-73C

A foldable bag hanger 
that holds up to 4.5 kg.

Scarves M17-73A

Custom made scarves as per your corporate identity.
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Glaze M17-74A

6 pcs. manicure set in a shiny 
chrome finish box. 
Size: 12.5x10x3.5cm

Tetra M17-74B

Manicure set in a small elegant clutch.
Glide M17-74C

Manicure set in a zippered pouch.
Size: 12.3x7x3.5cm



Firehead Set M17-75A

The S.T. Dupont “Fire Head’’ Set Comprises of a Black Chinese Lacquer Elysee Ballpoint Pen and the matching 
Fire Head design men’s wallet with 6 credit card slots. Features leather embossed new pattern RFID protection 
technology integrated in the lining of the vents to protect personal data contained from any risk of wireless 
identity theft. Can also be supplied in black or lucarent blue color with matching Elysee Roller Pen. 
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‘McLAREN 2016’ M17-76A

The ‘McLAREN 2016’ wallet is set apart by its black perforated full-grain calfskin exterior, which is highlighted by McLaren 
rocket red topstitching. On its main side, it features a shiny black bar engraved with the name ‘S.T. Dupont’, as well as a dis-
creet tricolour flag, which serves as a reminder that the brand’s leather goods are ‘Made in France’.

The Fire Head Wallet 6 credit card slots. Features leather embossed with the new pattern, a tribute to the universal symbol 
of fire: the triangle. Its smooth leather conceals RFID protection technology integrated in the lining of the vents to protect 
personal data contained from any risk of wireless identity theft.

FireHead M17-76B
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Fashion Ties M17-77A

Huge variety of fashion ties in silk and 
polyester to choose from that are readily 
available in stock. 

MEN’S ACCESSORIES
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Logo Ties M17-78A

Plain Ties M17-78B

Custom made ties can be crafted as per 
your corporate identitiy and logos.

Plain ties available in variety of colours. Company 
logos can be printed on this matching to your cor-
porate colours. Ready stock.

HOW TO TIE A KNOT
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Niruqa M17-79B

Fashion Cufflinks M17-79A

A travel tie packer in nylon zippered 
pouch with slots for cufflinks and acces-
sories. Comes with a small carry handle. 
Optional: Can be supplied with plain or 
custom made logo ties.

A huge variety of Fashion Cufflinks are available.

MEN’S ACCESSORIES
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Plain metal tie bars. Company name and 
logo can be engraved / printed on these.

Customs M17-80A

Ovals M17-80B Town Square M17-80C Golden Globes M17-80D

Memory Chrome 
M17-80FTie Bar M17-80E

Bespoke cufflinks set comes in a gift box packing. Can be cus-
tomised as per your requirements. Logos and corporate colours. 
MOQ: 250 pairs

Brush finished oval shaped cufflink with 
rose gold trims set, comes in a gift box 
packing.

Brush finish square shaped cufflink set,
comes in a gift box packing.

Brush finished round cufflink with 
gold trims set, comes in a gift box 
packing.

Chrome finish cufflink set with 
built in 8GB flash memory. 
Comes in a gift box.
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Ines M16-134A

Italian Leather men’s wallet 
with coin compartment.

Iskara M16-134B

French Calf Leather high quality men’s wallet.

134 motivatorsuae.com
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Ines M16-134A

Italian Leather men’s wallet 
with coin compartment.

Iskara M16-134B

French Calf Leather high quality men’s wallet.

Ines M17-81A

Iskara M17-81B

Italian Leather men’s wallet
with coin compartment.

High quality French calf leather men’s wallet.
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Alban M17-82A

Erlantz M17-82B

Single fold grained
leather men’s wallet.

Double Bill Fold genuine
leather men’s wallet.
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Puzzle Globe M17-83A

The stainless steel desktop magnetic jigsaw world globe puzzle 
is an excellent interactive gift for global businesses, colleges, and 
travel related industries. The globe is made up of 72 magnetized 
stainless steel puzzle pieces that sit on a 4-sided chrome base. 
Customize the detachable chrome base with your company or 
organizations logo and message to leave a lasting impression.
A great gift for office bound suits or high flying executives alike. 
Size: 2¾” x 2¾” x 3¾
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Buenos M17-84A

LED time display alarm clock and temperature 
display in MDF. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. 
Dimensions: 15X3,9X7 CM 
Gross Weight: 0.371 kg.
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WaterRover M17-85A

The Water-Powered Digital Alarm Clock runs solely on tap water. Sim-
ply fill it up and it turns on! The large LCD screen displays the current 
time, day of week, and ambient temperature.
A quick job every two weeks or when the display becomes dim to 
keep the clock going. Use the buttons on the bottom of the Water 
Powered Clock to additionally show the current date, seconds, and 
toggle between Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature displays.
Dimensions: 6” x 4.25” x 2.25”
Powered entirely by tap water; no batteries!
Retains settings for up to two minutes when changing water.

DESKTOP | TABLE TOP ACCESSORIES
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Light Clock M17-86A

7 colour changing mood light alarm clock with 6 different natural sounds 
in transparent casing. Functions include temperature (ºC and ºF), calendar, 
snooze mode and countdown timer. 
Dimensions: 10, 5X10X8 , 2 cm 
Gross Weight: 0.219 kg.

Mr. Ben M17-86B

A smiley nature’s basket on your 
desktop. “Hair” takes about 1 week to 
sprout . A full head of hair takes 3-4 
weeks to grow, and and “greying and 
balding” will occur after about 6 weeks. 
Experiment with different hairstyles :-) 
You can make mohawks, pony-tails, 
crew-cuts... have fun with it!
Comes as smiley face not with spectacle 
mustache.

DESKTOP | TABLE TOP ACCESSORIES
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Sandesk M17-87A

Trina M17-87B

A high end desktop pen stand / 
memo holder with hour glass. A 
combination of wood and brass 
gives a classy look.

Multi functional table top pen pot,
mobile, memo holder and a large quartz
clock. Has ample of space for branding.
Size: 21.5x8.8x6.2 cm.
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TransOcean M17-88A

A hand crafted miniature model of an 
Oil Rig on a wooden base with an acrylic 
enclosure. 
Size: 21.5*12*12 cm  
Weight: 70 gm 
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Lionel M17-89A

Hold your smartphone style with the 
Steel Stand. Simply adjust the holder to 
the size of your device (even including 
cover) and it will give the perfect posi-
tion for video conferencing, navigating 
or simply for your visual attraction. Of 
course you are able to charge the item 
at the same time through the cable 
management solution. Including micro 
USB charging cable.

MirrorStand M17-89B

A table top mirror 
mobile stand in a 
leatherette casing. 
Size: 6.2*11.5cm 

Spinnen M17-89C

A shiny nickel spintop 
metal decision maker, 
fun to play with. A stress 
relieving tool.
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Green Pal M17-90B

Travalime M17-90C

Penhold M17-90A

This Water Powered thermometer alarm clock. Keeps perfect 
time without requiring batteries or electricity. Just fill the res-
ervoir with tap or rain water, and the clock will work for up to 
a few months. A fresh watering of the clock continues opera-
tion - an internal memory chip retains the clock’s time (for 2 
minutes) during a refill so resetting the time is not necessary. 
A button cycles between month/date and time on the LCD 
screen.

Travel snooze alarm clock with temperature and LED 
blue backlight that displays day, date and temperature.  
Size: 6.97*8.03*2.02 cm

A table top digital Pen / mobile stand that 
displays time, day date and temperature 
prominently with ample space for branding.
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Charo M16-154B

A revolving clock weather station 
on a mahogany wooden base.
Size: 6.4x8.6x16.5 cm.

Dimas M16-154C 

A vertical clock on a wooden base with thermometer.  
Size: 15.8x5x18 cm.

Chariton M16-154A

A 180˚ rotating rose gold finish 
table clock with thermometer 
and 360˚ gyro crystal globe. 
Size: ø10x13 cm.

Tiffany M17-91A

Chariton M17-91B

High quality wood/ metal 180˚ rotating clock
with hygrometer/ thermometer and compass
Size: ø10.5x10.7 cm.

A 180˚ rotating rose gold finish
table clock with thermometer
and 360˚ gyro crystal globe.
Size: ø10x13 cm.
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Coptic M17-92A

Charo M17-92B

Weather Station digital temperature clock with blue LED 
backlight. Displays time,day, date, month, along with tem-
erature in C/F and humidity. Has alarm and snooze function 
Size: 8.1x3.9x1.4 cm

A revolving clock weather station
on a mahogany wooden base.
Size: 6.4x8.6x16.5 cm.
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Essentia M17-93A

Testudo M17-93C

June M17-93B

A set of gun metal finish coasters to match any furniture. 
A round glossy metal plate holds plenty of place for 
branding. Comes in a set of 4 pcs.

A trifold senior desk set comprising of a mobile holder, a pen stand, 
slot for paper pins / clips, business card holder and memo pad.

A set of 4 leatherette coasters in a stand. Laser en-
graving gives a contrast reverse effect on these coast-
ers to make the logo visible prominently.
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Testudo Calendar M17-94A

Crubed M17-94B

A folding desktop set with calendar, a pen stand, 
slot for paper pins / clips, PET flags 20 sheets 
each colour, small drawer to store small acces-
sories and a memo pad. Available in black and 
natural colour. Size: 14*12*11cm 

A recycled foldable desktop cube a junior desk 
set holds a 500 coloured sheets memo pad, 25 
sheets yellow sticky pad, PET flags 20 sheets each 
colour and mobile / pen holder. Available in 3 
combinations. Size: 9*9*8.8cm
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Star M17-95A Victory M17-95B

Achiever M17-95C Yacht M17-95D

A Star rated optical glass trophy. 
Size: 45*13 cm

V Shape optical glass trophy with a black base. 
Available in 3 sizes 19*6.2cm, 23*7.4cm, 26*8.5cm

An Optical glass trophy with a contrast base 
for branding.  Available in 3 Sizes: 17*10.5cm, 
19*11.5cm, 21*13.5cm

Yacht Shape Trophy in optical glass
rested on a wooden mahogany base.
Size: 25x18x6 cm
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Bloom M17-96B

Acknowledge M17-96A

Crystal Trophy with a metal base. 
Available in 3 sizes: 23*12.5*6 cm, 
21*11*86 cm, 19*10.5*6 cm 

Wooden Plaque in a wooden gift box. 
Available in sizes: 17*12cm, 20*15cm, 
24*19cm, 28*22cm
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Sands of Arabia M16-174A

Seven natural colours of sand taken from the seven emirates of United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi-Red, 
Dubai-Light Red, Sharjah-Brown, Ajman-Cream, Umm Al Quwain-Blue, Ras Al Khaimah-White, Fujairah-
Black. Handcrafted in the United Arab Emirates, the sand moves around and give your own shape to create 
dunes when you move the frame! A great gift! These can be customised in different frames as per your 
requirement of sizes.

Heritage Frame M16-174B

An Rectangular Wooden Frame showcasing the 
silver plated palm tree, silver plated Burj Al Arab,  
a caravan of silver plated camels and seven 
sands of Arabia portraying the heritage culture 
of UAE. Available Size: 24.5*36.3cm  These can 
be customed in different frames as per your 
requirement of sizes.

Silver Dagger M17-97A

Heritage Frame M17-97B

Silver Dagger / Khanjar a symbol of manhood, courage
and social status, stocked into a complex design with silver 
embellishments. Cased in a high end Wooden Frame. Avail-
able Size: 56*40.5 cm. These can be customized in different 
frames as per your requirement based on sizes.

An Rectangular Wooden Frame showcasing a silver 
plated palm tree, silver plated Burj Al Arab, a caravan 
of silver plated camels and seven sands of Arabia 
portraying the heritage culture of UAE. Available size: 
24.5*36.3 cm. These can be customized in different 
frames as per your requirement based on sizes.
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Certificate M17-98C

Arabic Gift Set M17-98D

Dhow Frame M17-98A Coffee Pot M17-98B

Dual Fold Certificate holder in PU 
with a metal plate for branding 
outside. 

Gift Set comprising of a lantern moon key 
holder, a high end metal bookmark and a 
miswak (a nature’s tooth brush to kill germs 
and toxins) packed in a gift box.

A Traditional Silver Dhow in a frame. Available size: 
29*29cm. These can be customized in different frames as
per the size required.

Silver Plated traditional Coffee Pot in Wooden frames 
Available size: 25.7*25.7cm. These can be customized in 
different frames as per the size required.
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Barijah M17-99A

Boum M17-99B

Gold plated arabic dhow in glass enclosure
comes in wooden box packing.
Size: 15x18x8.5 cm

Gold plated traditional UAE fishing
boat mounted on a wooden base.
Size: 27.5x7x18.5 cm
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Saqr M17-100A

The National Bird of UAE a
symbol of force and courage.
Available in sizes:
Large : 38x14x14 cm.
Medium : 30x13x13 cm.
Small : 23x11x11 cm



Eagan Power M17-101A

A5 Size Portfolio note book with built in 4000 mAh Power 
Bank. Slots to hold mobile and access card on the outer 
cover. Chic look A5 size portfolio comes with built in spiral 
note book with 50 sheet cream ruled paper, has adjustable 
mobile/ tablet stand, mesh pocket and elastic loop to hold 
accessories and business cards. Slot to hold your mobile / 
cards etc. Has the battery indicator and magnetic loop en-
closure. Size: 16*22*3.5 cmD
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FlashNote M17-102B

A PU cover A5 Size Note Book with 96 Sheet 80 gsm ruled pages cream colour. 
This comes with a magnetic enclosure and a built in 8GB flash memory. 

LinenMemory M17-102A

A 96 sheet 80 gsm lined cream paper notebook with linen cover. Has a magnetic enclosure 
and built in USB with 8GB Capacity. These Linen notebooks comes with metal tag and a 
metal plate outside for branding. Available in three colours. 
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RPET* NoteBook M17-103A

An A5 size notebook folder made of RPET* material. Includes 25 sheet cream ruled paper with linen cover spiral notebook, 
adjustable tablet and mobile stand, mesh pocket and elastic loop to hold accessories, mobile and business card holder 
and pen loop. Black contrast metal plate with chrome plating is an oustanding place for branding.   

206 motivatorsuae.com
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Malambot M16-206A

A soft cover 112 pages ruled notebook that comes 
with metal bookmark. Colours Available: charcoal 
grey, burnt orange, vibrant blue and excutive grey.  
Can be supplied in a gift box with a matching pen.  
Size: 22x15 cm. 

Arconot Colour M16-206B

A hard PU cover 192 pages ruled note book with 
elastic enclosure, comes with beige ruled papers 
and has a carry pocket at the back. Available in 
black, red, blue and white colours.  
Size: 21x14.5 cm.

Arconot Colour M17-103B

A hard PU cover 192 pages ruled note book with elastic en-
closure, comes with beige ruled papers and has a carry pocket 
at the back. Available in black, red, blue and white colours.
Size: 21x14.5 cm
Optional: Can be supplied in a gift box with a matching pen.

*RPET stands for recycled polyethylene terephthalate, or recycled PET. PET is a strong, durable and recyclable material that is used for soda bottles, water 
bottles and food jars, while RPET can be made into such products as blankets, insulation, car parts, shoes and more.
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Malambot M17-104A

Modesto M17-104B

A soft cover 112 pages ruled notebook that comes with metal bookmark. 
Colours Available: charcoal grey, burnt orange, vibrant blue and excutive grey.
Optional: Can be supplied in a gift box with a matching pen.
Size: 22x15 cm

PU Note book with 192 ruled cream paper with a 
chrome shiny metal plate for branding plus elastic 
enclosure. Available in black and  spanish grey.
Optional: Can be supplied in a gift box with a 
matching pen. 
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Carbon M17-105A

Customed M17-105C

Magclore M17-105B

A carbon fibre design A5 size PU note book with 80 
sheets ruled pages and elastic enclosure.

A bespoke handy note book. Can be crafted 
as per your order with logos embossed all 
over and the magnetic buckle enclosure 
with bespoke logo. MOQ 500 pcs.

A5 Size PU notebook with 80 sheets ruled pages. Has 
magnetic enclosure and a metal plate for branding.
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Trinote M17-106A

A PU note book with 80 sheets ruled 
pages, contrast coloured edges, match-
ing elastic band triangular enclosure and 
traingular coloured trim. Colours: Red, 
Blue and Green. Size: 18*14 cm
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Pocketpal M16-207A 

A small pocket size vertical PU handy notepad 
that comes with a pen and built in calculator.

Hagne M16-207D

An A5 Size mini conference folder with 
detachable calculator. 

Cocoon M16-207C

A mini foldable note pad that comes with two 
year calendar, sticky notes in vibrant colours 
and a clip on ball pen.

Pally M16-207B

A handy pocket pal with two years calendar, 
magnifying glass, built in mini ruler, a mini ball pen, 
sticky note and a memo holder.  

Pally M17-106B Cocoon M17-106C

A handy pocket pal with two 
years calendar, magnifying glass, 
built in mini ruler, a mini ball pen,
sticky note and a memo holder.

A mini foldable note pad that 
comes with two year calendar, 
sticky notes in vibrant colours
and a clip on ball pen.
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Sushara M17-107A

Genuine leather 8.5in Organizer with 
magnetic loop enclosure. comes with a 
daily diary refill/open date refill. Can be 
crafted in black, brown or tan colours.

Zoid M17-107B

A 8.5” Italian leather custom made organizer with daily diary or open 
date refill. Can be crafted in black, brown or tan colour.
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Watford M16-198A

A 8.5” PU organizer planner which has card slots and 
comes with one page per day diary refill. Can be supplied 
with open date refill. Available in black and tan colour.

Denver M16-198B 

An Executive 8.5” Organizer with magnetic loop enclosure that 
comes with a daily diary refill. Available in black and tan colours. 
Can be supplied with open date refil.

Grimloc M17-108B

An Executive 8.5 inch Organizer with metal loop enclosure that 
comes with a daily diary refill. Available in black and brown colours. 
Can be supplied with open date refill.

Denver M17-108A

An Executive 8.5” Organizer with magnetic loop enclosure that
comes with a daily diary refill. Available in black and tan colours.
Can be supplied with open date refill.
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Power Stretch M17-109A

Power Stretch Tech Portfolio is the solution for those who stretch the limits of 
mobile tech. Zippered closure. Elastic Brackets hold most 7 inch and 10 inch 
tablets. Dedicated neoprene pocket designed to fit zoom energy power bank. 
Has slots to hold mobile and business cards. Comes with A5 size writing pad.
Size: 29.7*21.8 cm
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PowerTab M17-110A

An adjustable iPad, tablet holder portfolio
with built in Power Bank having a
capacity of 5000mAh, comes with a 8GB
USB, has slots for business cards and
has a writing notepad in a gift box.
Size: 25.5*20.5 cm
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PowerMove M17-111A

Especially designed to carry your office on move. A zippered handly portfolio 
crafted with PU and Linen holds a 13 inch laptop or tablet, slots to hold your 
mobile and accessories, business / credit cards and slots for pen. This special 
design portfolio comes with built in 6000 mAh power bank, 8GB flash mem-
ory, a mobile / tablet stand, PET flags 20 sheet each colour, a 50 sheet ruled 
notebook with linen cover and a ball pen. 
Available in Grey and Brown colours. 
Size: 24*34*4 cm

FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS
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Halifaxor M17-112A

An adjustable iPad, tablet power pack portfolio that has a built 
in 6500 mAh Power Bank, 8GB flash memory, mobile holder and 
rubberized woven Grid It oraganizing slot to hold accessories. 
Comes in executive gift pack. 
Size: 28*23.5 cm
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RPET* Power M17-113A

An A4 size folder with built in 4000 mAh powerbank with battery indicator. Crafted in 
RPET material. Include 25 sheets cream lined paper, adjustable tablet and mobile stand, 
mesh pocket and elastic loop to hold accessories, mobile and business card holder and  
pen loop. Have an option to supply the same folder without the power bank. 
Size: 22.2x31x3.3 cm

*RPET stands for recycled polyethylene terephthalate, or recycled PET. PET is a strong, durable and recyclable material that is used for soda bottles, water 
bottles and food jars, while RPET can be made into such products as blankets, insulation, car parts, shoes and more.
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Hank M17-114A

Linen A4 Portfolio with slot to hold a pen, mobile and an access card 
on the outer cover. Comes with adjustable mobile/tablet stand, mesh 
pocket, elastic loop to hold accessories, has card slots and pocket to 
hold your mobile with easy access cover and has a A4 size writing pad 
and loop. 
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Padfolio M17-115A

Zippered Padfolio has Techtrap elastic 
interior organizer to hold accessories. 
Holds upto 10 inch tablet including and 
A4 writing pad. 
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Arkadas M17-116A

A contrast zippered portfolio with collapsible handle, ring binder,
calculator, a zippered compartment for accessories, iPad slot, slots
for business cards and elastic bands to hold accessories.
Comes with A4 writing pad. Available in two different colours.
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Jr. Padfolio M17-117B

Breixo M17-117A

Junior Zippered Padfolio has Techtrap elastic interior organizer to hold 
accessories. Holds upto 10 inch tablet including and A5 writing pad. 

Zippered A4 size leatherette conference folder 
with iPad holder, elastic loops to hold accessories and 
has a built-in calculator.
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Collezioni M16-216B 

A4 size contrast zippered conference folder. 
An exclusive design from Collezioni.

Contempo M16-216A 

An A4 size leatherette conference folder with built-in 
calculator. A contrast fabric strip outside can match the 
identity of your corporate colours. Available in 5 colours.

Theo M17-118A

Collezioni M17-118B

A4 size conference folder with loop enclosure that has 
plenty of cards slots and has a built-in calculator. 
Available in black and tan colour.

A4 size contrast zippered conference folder.
An exclusive design from Collezioni.
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Elastiko M17-119A

An A5 size folder with elastic enclosure. A perfect 
handy note pad. 

Tablet M17-119B

Tablet Holder with elastic / metal buckle enclosure, 
comes with a writing pad. 
Size: 25*20*1.2 cm
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Panther M17-120B

Bellingo M17-120A

Natural grained leather conference folder A4 size 
with an iPad slot. Can be crafted in black, brown and tan colours.

A4 Size zippered conference folder in French 
calf leather. A simple plain design inside adds 
to its class. Holds an iPad. Can be crafted in 
black, brown and tan colours.
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Astrads  M16-226A

Zippered conference folder A4 size in vegetable tan leather. 
Protective slots inside with loop enclosure, holds an iPad. 

Panther M16-226C

Natural grained leather 
conference folder A4 size with 
an iPad holder.

Perotti M16-226B 

Genuine leather conference folder with suede 
lining inside. comes with an A4 writing pad and 
has zip enclosure. slot to carry an iPad.

227motivatorsuae.com
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Bellingo M16-227A

A4 Size zippered conference folder in French calf leather. A simple plain 
design inside adds to its class. Holds an iPad. 

Drakon  M16-227B

Natural milled leather A4 size 
conference folder with zippered 
enclosure.



SMART WRISTBAND
CA5032
Multi-function waterproof wristband records your steps, distance, 
calorie burned and sleep monitoring function. Including vibration 
alarm clock and call reminder. Built-in rechargable polymer battery, 
you can connect USB port to charge. 

7

strap: 30 x 8mm

24 x 1 x 0.7cm 50

SMART WRISTBAND
CA5032
Multi-function waterproof wristband records your steps, distance, 
calorie burned and sleep monitoring function. Including vibration 
alarm clock and call reminder. Built-in rechargable polymer battery, 
you can connect USB port to charge. 

7

strap: 30 x 8mm

24 x 1 x 0.7cm 50

GoFit M17-121A

Multi-function waterproof wristband records your 
steps, distance, calorie burned and sleep monitor-
ing function. Including vibration alarm clock and 
call reminder. Built-in rechargable polymer battery, 
you can connect USB port to charge.
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Bracy M17-122A

Bluetooth health wristband in sili-
cone which you can track your steps, 
calories burned, your sports kilome-
tres per day, your sleep, alarm mode, 
pedometer function and incoming 
call notice.
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Carri M17-123A

Splash proof outdoor bluetooth speaker and built in power bank (with lithium polymer battery of 4400 mAh capacity). 
Sporty / portable design  IPX-4 splash proof speaker comes with carabiner, bluetooth V3.0 wireless connection upto 10m, 
high fidelity 4W speaker. Co-axial bass enhancer for deeper bass, speaker phone function (built-in mic) excellent all time 
smart phones companion. AUX 3.5mm audio input via accessory cable. Battery level and charging indication. 

OUTDOOR | SPORTS & RECREATION
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Bopp Sport M17-124A

A remarkable sports bottle with an iconic shape. Easy to hold during 
walks / jogs. The leakproof closure can be easily opened and closed 
for drinking. Capacity 550ml made of Tritan material. 

OUTDOOR | SPORTS & RECREATION
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Hydrate M17-125A

LunchPacks M17-125B

All weather light weight solar back 
pack with built 2 liters water bag with 
drinking nozzle on the go. Comes with 
a 5000 mAh power bank that can be 
charged with the solar panel attached 
on the bag. Perfect outdoor mate. 

Bespoke lunch pack/ cooler bags
in various sizes/ colours and
combinations.

233motivatorsuae.com
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LunchPacks M16-233A

Bespoke lunch pack/ cooler bags 
in various sizes/ colours and 
combinations.

Toiletry Bag M16-233B  
A smart, small and compact toiletry kit with 
gusseted elastic pockets for toiletries. 
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Can be custom made as per your corporate colours 
with a choice of handles.

238

Skipping Rope M16-238B

This rope counts jumps and measures 
calories burned. Available in two colours.

30” Golf Umbrella M16-238A

Can be custom made as per your corporate colours with a choice of handles.

Selfie M17-126B

An integrated foldable smart Selfie Stick.
Bluetooth enabled, 270° rotatable phone
holder, 6 flex section stainless steel
expandable stick with groove.
Comes with a convenient carry bag.

228

Selfie M16-228A

An integrated foldable smart Selfie Stick. 
Bluetooth enabled, 270° rotatable phone 
holder, 6 flex section stainless steel 
expandable stick with groove.  
Comes with a convenient carry bag.

Coolerseat M16-228B

A foldable cooler bag that can be used 
as a chair. A perfect outdoor give away 
Size: 29x29x32 cm. O
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30” Golf Umbrella M17-126A
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Solitaire M16-241A

Mag® flashlights: AAA battery high-intensity 
adjustable light beam (spot to flood) rugged, 
machined aluminum construction with knurled 
design, anodized inside and out for improved 
corrosion resistance, water and shock resistant.

AA 2 Cell M16-241B

Mag® flashlights: High-intensity adjustable light beam 
(spot to flood), rugged, machined aluminum construction 
with knurled design, anodized inside and out for improved 
corrosion resistance, water and shock resistant, spare lamp 
safely secured inside the tailcap.

MiniTorch M16-241C

Rechargeable USB LED mini torch.

237motivatorsuae.com
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Ace Putter’s Delight  
M16-237B

Complete indoor putter set in a 
presentable wooden box packing. Great 
for business trips, office down time, 
or practicing your putting technique at 
home. Dimensions: 10.75x13x2.75 in.

Aero M16-237A

Compact 8X12 binoculars with red lenses for clear 
and bright image, has rubberized grip. Field View: 
128m/ 1000m. Objective Dia: 21mm. Supplied in a 
black nylon pouch.

Clip On Compass  
M16-237C

Korlf M17-127A

AA 2 Cell 
M17-127B

Aero M17-127C

An Indoor Putting golf set in a
PU carry case.

Mag® flashlights: High-intensity adjustable light beam
(spot to flood), rugged, machined aluminum construction
with knurled design, anodized inside and out for improved
corrosion resistance, water and shock resistant, spare lamp
safely secured inside the tailcap.

Compact 8X21 binoculars with red lenses for clear
and bright image, has rubberized grip. Supplied in a
black nylon pouch.
Field View: 128m/ 1000m. 
Objective Dia: 21mm. 
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Ace Putter’s Delight  
M16-237B

Complete indoor putter set in a 
presentable wooden box packing. Great 
for business trips, office down time, 
or practicing your putting technique at 
home. Dimensions: 10.75x13x2.75 in.

Aero M16-237A

Compact 8X12 binoculars with red lenses for clear 
and bright image, has rubberized grip. Field View: 
128m/ 1000m. Objective Dia: 21mm. Supplied in a 
black nylon pouch.

Clip On Compass  
M16-237C

Batti M17-128B

A push on mini torch with key holder. A pull up 
function makes the surrounding lit well.

Spynamo M17-128A

Ace Putter’s Delight 
M17-128C

A bright light LED dynamo torch. 
ABS material light weight torch can  
be charge by spinning the handle.

Complete indoor putter set in a
presentable wooden box packing. 
Great for business trips, office down 
time, or practicing your putting tech-
nique at home. 
Dimensions: 10.75x13x2.75 in.
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Sanosoft M17-129A

Unplug M17-129B

Earphones in PVC housed in a round silicone/ABS 
case. Cable length 120 cm.

A whole new music experience brought to you by Unplug. 
Bluetooth 4.2 wireless earphone, which without a single 
wire, the two earbuds communicate with each other and 
a smartphone completely wirelessly. Wireless range up to 
10m and playback hours to 2.5 hrs.

UNPLUG
CM5223
A whole new music experience brought to you by Unplug. 
Bluetooth 4.2 wireless earphone, which without a single wire, 
the two earbuds communicate with each other and a smart-
phone completely wirelessly. Wireless range up to 10m and 
playback hours to 2.5 hrs.  

15

66 x 17 mm

11.0 x 4.7 x 2.2 cm 100

UNPLUG
CM5223
A whole new music experience brought to you by Unplug. 
Bluetooth 4.2 wireless earphone, which without a single wire, 
the two earbuds communicate with each other and a smart-
phone completely wirelessly. Wireless range up to 10m and 
playback hours to 2.5 hrs.  

15

66 x 17 mm

11.0 x 4.7 x 2.2 cm 100
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Magnla Car Phone holder with built in 4000 mAh power bank. The strong & 
sticky suction base allows to be mounted on the dashboard and windscreen. 
Strong 3200GS*4 magnet allows the phone to be securely attached to the 
power bank. Two additional metal plates included can be attached to non 
metallic surfaces enabling the device to cling to the magnet. 

Folding cup easy to store and carry along. 
Perfect for branding.

Folding Cup M17-130B Frisbee M17-130C

Magnla M17-130A

A perfect outdoor mate 23 cms diameter.
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First Aid Kit M17-131A

Contents: 
2 pcs triangular bandage
2 pcs wound dressing
1 pc scissor
1 pair PVC glove
8 pcs alcohol pads
4 pcs BZK
1 roll adhesive plaster
1 pc non-woven strip bandage
3 pcs sterile gauze sponges
3 roll elastic gauze bandage
2 roll elastic gauze bandage

243motivatorsuae.com
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BlowUp M16-243A

A slide on magnifying glass with a pull 
up LED Light function

Infratemp M16-243C 

Digital infrared forehead 
thermometer in ABS and LCD 
screen with automatic shutdown. 
F°and C° display. Included velvet 
pouch and 2 AAA batteries.

Scholar M16-243B

A high end chrome finish foldable magnifier.

Scholar M17-131B

A high end shiny chrome finish stainless 
steel foldable magnifier. Comes with a black 
pouch
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TrackFast  M16-244C

TrackFast Pedometer. Measures steps 
taken (1-99,999). LCD display. Belt clip. 
Auto-off power-saving function. 

Stepor M16-244B

Pedometer with LCD display and back clip. Miles, 
kilometers and calories counter. 1 cell battery.

Healthy Step 
M16-244A  
A digital pedometer

Fancy M16-244D

3D sensor pedometer, which can detect movements in any 
position, in ABS. It includes following functions: step counter, 
calorie counter, 10steps error correction, daily walking target 
and 7 days memory, with silent counting action.

OnMood M16-244E

Pedometer with clip in ABS casing. With step, 
distance (miles and kilometres) and calorie counter, 
1 cell battery included.

Sportos M17-132B

OnMood M17-132A

5 pcs fitness set in pouch made of PVC phthalate free with
cushioned handles. Includes jump rope, resistance tube,
expander and 2 handgrips.

Pedometer with clip in ABS casing. With step,
distance (miles and kilometres) and calorie counter,
1 cell battery included.



Swiss Tool M17-133A

Multi-Tools Pliers can also be elegant and ergonomic. 
The best proof of this is the SwissTool Spirit, which 
combines at least 27 functions, lies excellently in the 
hand and weighs only 205 grams. 

For more options of Victorinox Tools please log on to motivatorsuae.com
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Flekis  M16-257A  
Engineer multi tool. Compact screwdriver with big 
and small Philips head, big and small slot head, level 
and a LED light with on/off power switch.

Ratchet M16-257C

A complete tool kit 24pcs in a zippered aluminium case.

Lumitool  M16-257B

Multi tool with LED flashlight, 
includes 8 multitools. 

Cassender M17-134A

Ratchet M17-134B

21pcs tool kit in a white presentable box 
with plenty of branding space.

A complete tool kit 24pcs in a zippered aluminium case.
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WeTool M16-256B

A 24 pcs tool kit in the shape of tyre box 
packing with plenty of branding space.

Cascata M16-256A 

A The aluminum pen shaped screwdriver set has a clip for easy storage, a turn 
on/off light at the bottom and 3 different screws (Philips, Slot and Hexalobular) 
in 2 different sizes, makes 6 bits in total.

Schwarzwolf M17-135A

WeTool M17-135B

A gun metal finish multi utility pocket knife, needlenose plier, 
one crosshead, normal screw driver, measuring rod, filer, saw, 
hook knife, screwdriver and pincher. Comes in a nylon pouch.

A 24 pcs tool kit in the shape of tyre box packing with plenty 
of branding space.
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Oppo M17-136A

A mini gift set comprising of a torch with built in com-
pass, whistle and a key holder. A foldable screw driver 
kit makes the set handy and practical.

Kamea M17-136C

A traingular screwdriver kit with measuring tape.

Batti M17-136B

A push on mini torch with key holder. A pull up 
function makes the surrounding lit well.
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Kajika M17-137B

Wave M17-137A

A 9 in 1 Small Multi tool key hold-
er: small screwdriver, nail filer, nail 
cleaner, mini ruler, knife blade, can 
operner, cap lifter and scissors.

The Leatherman Wave a 17 in 1 multi-tool: 
Needlenose Pliers, Regular Pliers, Hard-wire 
Cutters, Wire Cutters, Wire Stripper, 420HC 
Knife, 420HC Serrated Knife, Saw, Spring-ac-
tion Scissors, Ruler (8 in - 19 cm), Can Open-
er, Bottle Opener, Wood-Metal File, Dia-
mond-coated File, Large Bit Driver, Small Bit 
Driver, Medium Screwdriver, Weight: 8.5 oz 
241g, Includes: Eyeglass Screwdriver, Phillips 
1-2 & 3/16” Screwdriver, an international 
best-seller.

For more options of Leatherman Tools please 
log on to motivatorsuae.com

HARDWARE
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FindMe M17-138A

A bluetooth key / phone finder made of durable ABS material. It works on free  iTagg 
application available in both IOS and Android. Additional features: can be used as re-
mote shutter / selfie button, has voice recording alarm feature. Lost history / location 
list for easy tracking. Parking site searching. Works on CR2032 battery. 
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Kero M17-139CSolaar M17-139B

Classic M17-139A

Aluminum key ring bottle opener in shiny finish.Solar Power Key holder. The logo flashes / blinks. 
Print Size: 52x18 mm 

Leather key holder that accomodates mul-
tiple keys at the same time . A unique de-
sign and wide space for branding. Optional 
USB key to add the value. Available in Red, 
Tan and black colours. 
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Jae M17-140A Ada M17-140B Chalmer M17-140C
Metal Key Holder arabic 
lantern shape with a metal 
plate for engraving.

Metal Key Holder moon 
shape and an arabic 
lantern with a metal 
plate for engraving.

Metal Key Chain symbolizing 
a mosque, moon and a prayer 
lamp.

Emerge 
M17-140D

Dual Ring 
M17-140E

Circulus 
M17-140F

Domed 
M17-140G
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Bobby M17-141A

Anti-theft waterproof backpack. Its made out 
of high quality polyester and has reflective 
prints for your night safety, inside there are 
padded compartments for a 15.6” laptop, 
tablet upto 10”. 
Size: 45x30x16 cm
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Cheltos M17-142A

A heavy duty two tone back pack. Padded 
handles sideways and the shouldler strap 
gives you ease to carry either ways. Has 
padded laptop and ipad compartments, 
mesh pockets to hold accessories. The ver-
tical barrel shape makes it highly practical 
to access and carry things safely. 
Available in two combinations.
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Essentia M17-143A

A heavy duty light weight back pack with 3 tier 
compartments consisting of padded compartment 
for laptop, ipad and accessories. Can hold upto 17” 
Laptop. Opens fully 180” to insert / organize things 
properly. 

Olga M17-143B

5 tier Heavy Duty Bag Pack made with 
1680D Paded compartment for laptop, 
ipad and accessories. Can hold upto 17” 
Laptop. Padded ergomatic handle and 
padded shoulder strap makes in easy to 
carry comfortably. 
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Linen Backpack M17-144A

A chic look light weight back pack with 
combination of Linen and contrast leath-
erette. Has padded compartment for 
Laptop and iPad with front zipper pocket 
for accessories and has adjustable pad-
ded shoulder strap.

284 motivatorsuae.com
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Sling M16-284B

Single shoulder sporty bag 
available in 3 different colours.

Pouch M16-284A

A non woven carry shopping bag  
that folds into a zippered pouch

Mountaineer M17-144C

Light Weight Tracking Back Packs. 
Available from 30 L to 90 L capacity.

Sling M17-144B

Single shoulder sporty bag available 
in 3 different colours.
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Coloured M17-145A

Neel M17-145B

Scubadoo M17-145D

Charoco M17-145C

Drawstring bag in cotton. 100 gr/m²
Dimensions: 37x41 cm

Polyester Barrel Bag. Size: 40X22 cm Polyester Duffle Bag. Size: 46.5X25.5 cm

Small water resistant bag in PVC. 1,5 L. 
Dimensions: 17,5X32,5 CM 
Volume: 0.305 cdm3 
Gross Weight: 0.071 kg 
Net Weight: 0.053 kg 
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Helly M16-266A

A classy offshore dry bag can be used as 
duffle, as well as back pack.

Duffle Drum M16-266B

An offshore dry duffle drum. A perfect secure 
waterproof duffle.

Luxx M17-146B

Scuba M17-146A

Nupur M17-146C

Polyester Duffle Bag. Size: 48X25 cm

Waterproof bag in PVC. Capacity 10L, 
with adjustable shoulder strap. 
Dimensions: Ø20,5X46.5 CM 
Volume: 1.221 cdm3 
Gross Weight: 0.302 kg 
Net Weight: 0.284 kg 

Polyester Duffle Bag. Size: 42X22.5 cm
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Nas M17-147C

A 1680D Material Laptop trolley bag with 
190T Lining. Can fit upto 17” Laptop. Slots 
for accessories and documents. Can be 
used as an overnighter.

Amicus M17-147A

Phillo M17-147B

An Executive Document Bag. Slots 
for documents and zippered com-
partment. Comes with a shoulder 
strap and antique finish lock. 
Available in two variations.

An executive briefcase with padded laptop 
compartment organized zippered and document 
compartments. Has seperate organizing com-
partment at the back for accessories.
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Co-Pilot M17-148B

SafeDresser M17-148A

GioPilot M17-148C

Giordano Overnighter. Has padded laptop compartment 
(preventing shocks) and safely lock to safeguard the fall. 
Large compartment with tie down strap makes is prac-
tical usage to keep an overnight clothes wrinkle free. 
The inline skate 4 wheels for easy rolling. Convenient 
ergomatic padded handle makes it easy to carry the bag. 
Comes with a built in safety lock. 

Giordano Overnighter. Shock preventing padded laptop 
compartment and safely lock to safeguard the fall. Large 
compartment with tie down strap makes is practical us-
age to keep an overnight clothes wrinkle free. The inline 
skate 4 wheels for easy rolling. Convenient ergomatic 
padded handle makes it easy to carry the bag. Comes 
with a built in safety lock. 

It’s rugged, with a ballistic nylon construction 
and heavy-duty zippers. It also rolls beautifully 
with inline skate wheels with convenience of 
reinforced pull up extendable handle.  

In addition to the usual hanger grabber inside, 
the Track SafeDresser also has two removable 
pouches that work well for toiletries and ac-
cessories. Exterior pockets are ample enough 
to store shoes or your casual clothes. 

When packing your Track SafeDresser,  place 
items onto a hanger, just as if you were 
dressing yourself - shirts and pants first, then 
sweaters, then suit coats. Use hangers with 
pant rods to keep items from sliding off. 
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Linen Power M17-149A

Powerbank Travel wallet in linen material with slot to hold a 
mobile. Slots for business card, passport and money holder with 
mesh pocket mesh to hold accessories. Include a small notepad 
and pen loop. The built in 4000 mAh power bank with battery 
indicator makes it highly practical.
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Travelex M17-150A

Eudai M17-150B

An imitation leather zippered large 
size travel wallet. Comes with a metal  
plate for branding.

A PU zippered travel wallet with a cling handle.
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Power Travel M17-151A

Travel Case Powerbank in PU material with slide in mobile 
and pen holder on the outer cover. Slots for business card, 
passport and money holder with mesh pocket to hold acces-
sories, sim card and memory adaptor, has a small notepad 
and pen loop. The built in 4000 mAh power bank with bat-
tery indicator makes it a necessity on the move. Comes with 
multi cable to charge all the phones. 
Size: 12x21x3 cm. Available in 5 colours.
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RFID Case M17-152A

A linen travel wallet with mobile holder. RIFD protection feature 
makes it safe to use on the go. Slots for business card, pass-
port and money holder with pocket mesh to hold accessories. 
Includes 30 sheets small notepad and pen loop. 
Size: 10.5x19.50x2.2 cm. Available in 4 colours.

TagIt M17-152B

Plastic luggage tag. Available in 5 colours.
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Travalime M17-153A

A foldable travel snooze alarm clock with 
temperature and LED blue backlight that 
displays day, date and temperature prom-
inently.
Size: 6.97*8.03*2.02 cm

Kyli M17-153C

Multi travel adaptors with 2600 mAh power bank that comes 
with dual USB charging port. Packed in PU travel pouch with 
multi charging cables. 

Phone Mate M17-153B

Multi-function pocket sim card / 
memory card holder and phone 
stand. The concealed sim tray that 
fits into your wallet holds micro 
sim, nano sim, memory card, 
opener pin and also works as your 
phone stand (not for tablet).
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Inca M17-154B

Travel pouch comprising of a metal barrel shape power bank 2600 
mAh, an 8GB metal USB pen , a multi functional phone mate and 
USB light. Can be supplied in black or brown zippered pouch.

Travel Adapt M17-154A

A Universal travel adaptor with dual 
USB charging port.
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Selfie M17-155B

An integrated foldable smart Selfie Stick.
Bluetooth enabled, 270° rotatable phone
holder, 6 flex section stainless steel
expandable stick with groove.
Comes with a convenient carry bag.

228

Selfie M16-228A

An integrated foldable smart Selfie Stick. 
Bluetooth enabled, 270° rotatable phone 
holder, 6 flex section stainless steel 
expandable stick with groove.  
Comes with a convenient carry bag.

Coolerseat M16-228B

A foldable cooler bag that can be used 
as a chair. A perfect outdoor give away 
Size: 29x29x32 cm. O
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Jasan M17-155A

Travel pouch comprising of a card shape slim power bank 2600 mAh, an 8GB 
USB with OTG connector, a ball pen from Switzerland, a multifunction phone 
mate and USB light. Can be supplied in black or brown zippered pouch.
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3000 mAh

KRUMQ
Travel adapter with
powerbank

Memorii Krumq Universal world travel adapter with 3000 mAh power bank. World travel adapter covers more than
150 countries with US/EU/AU/UK plugs. Dual USB outputs to charge and power up devices. Manufactured from
Fire resistant PC Materials made in Germany.

Product Size:  6.7 x 8.5 x 4 cms

Print Technique : UV, SC     Preferred Print Location : Front Bottom / Side     Max Print Size: (Bottom)8x20mm  (Side)40x10mm

Powerbank Function 

Packing Details : 21 x 23 x 28 cms ;  18 pcs /carton ;  gw/nw: 4.8 kg / carton
61

Multifunctional Travel Accessories

ITPB 436 ITPB 437 - KRUMQ

Kaga M17-156A

Travel pouch comprising of a slim power bank 2600 mAh, car adaptor for USB charging, 
DC USB charger, ear phones, USB hub and a multi functional phone mate. Can be sup-
plied in black or brown zippered pouch.

Traveller M17-156B

Universal world travel adaptor with built in 3000 mAh power bank. World travel adaptor 
covers more than 150 countries with US/EU/AU/UK plugs. Dual USB outputs to charge 
and power up the devices. Manufactured from Fire Resistant PC Materials. Available in 
black ABS with different colour combination, black, gray, red and blue.
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Gewicht M16-304C 

High precision strain gauge sensors 
sytems weighing scale, Maximum 
capacity 40kg.  Size: 130*34*32mm 
Power: 2X1.5V AAA Batteries

Mass M16-304B

A heavy duty handy weighing scale. 
Weighs up to 50kg.

Precision M16-304A

An electronic weighing scale that weighs upto 50kg, 
110Lbs, comes in a gift box packing.

Hadrain M17-157A

3 In 1 Weighing Scale with built in flash light and a power bank. Digital 
scale weighs upto 50kg, scale unit: kg, lb, Oz, g. The LCD Display has 
a blue EL backlight display. The built in power bank has 2600 mAh 
capacity with 5V output. Flashlight Funtion makes it a handy tool. 
Available in Black and White colour.

Precision M17-157B

An electronic weighing scale that weighs upto 50kg,
110 Lbs. Has blue EL light display. 
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Patented M17-158B

A digital weighing scale with integrated 2200 mah power 
bank. The light weight and compact design makes it easy 
to bring along on all your travels. Capacity 40kg , division 
100gr, zero and tare function and overload function. Out-
put 5V/1A. Including micro USB cable.

Cheltos M17-158A

A heavy duty two tone back pack. Padded han-
dles sideways and the shouldler strap gives an 
ease to carry either ways. Has padded laptop 
and ipad compartments, mesh pockets to hold 
accessories. The vertical barrel shape makes it 
highly practical to access and carry things safely. 
Available in two combinations.
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Kolber Premium M17-159A

Eberta M17-159B

Kolber Premium watch with 3 ATM / 30 meter water resistance, 
3 Hand with date function. Available in 3 variations.

Promotional Watch with alloy casing and stainless steel back cover. 
Water Resistant 3M. Available with matching strap suiting your cor-
porate identity. Available in 38mm and 42 mm dials. MOQ 100 pcs.
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EX0002GPN101 EX0002GPN121 EX0002STN101

Watch features:

40mm case diameter
3 ATM / 30 meter water resistance
3 Hand with date function
Applied indexes/ hour markers
Genuine Leather Strap

Esprit M17-160C

Dress Watch M17-160B

Sports Watch M17-160A

Esprit stainless steel quartz watch with date. 
39 mm dial water resistant depth 3 bar.

Westar Watches with genuine leather 
strap. 40mm case diameter 3 ATM / 30 
meter water resistance, 3 Hand with 
date function Applied indexes/ hour 
markers Genuine Leather Strap.

Westar Chrono Sports Watch. Dual time display, 
chronograph, alarm function, second time zone, 
10 ATM / 100 m water resistance. Available with 
vibrant colour PVC strap.
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WaterRover M17-161A
The Water-Powered Digital Alarm Clock runs solely on tap water. Simply fill it up and it turns on! The large LCD screen dis-
plays the current time, day of week, and ambient temperature. A quick job every two weeks or when the display becomes 
dim to keep the clock going. Use the buttons on the bottom of the Water Powered Clock to additionally show the current 
date, seconds, and toggle between Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature displays.
Dimensions: 6” x 4.25” x 2.25”
Powered entirely by tap water; no batteries!
Retains settings for up to two minutes when changing water

Green Pal M17-161B

Water Powered thermometer alarm clock. Keeps perfect time 
without requiring batteries or electricity. Just fill the reservoir with 
tap or rain water, and the clock will work for up to a few months. 
A fresh watering of the clock continues operation - an internal 
memory chip retains the clock’s time (for 2 minutes) during a refill 
so resetting the time is not necessary. A button cycles between 
month/date and time on the LCD screen.
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Buenos M17-162A

LED time display alarm clock and temperature display 
in MDF. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. 
Dimensions: 15X3,9X7 CM 
Gross Weight: 0.371 kg 

Coptic M17-162B

Weather Station digital temperature clock with blue LED 
backlight. Displays time,day, date, month, along with 
temerature in C/F and humidity. Has alarm and snooze 
function 
Size: 8.1x3.9x1.4 cm



Neva M17-163A

Neva stainless steel water bottle made of 
304 stainless steel  with 500 ml capac-
ity. The fabric strap allows you to carry 
the bottle while also  serving as a quick 
release for the leak proof spout. 
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Chute M16-318A

The new Chute™ .75L water bottle. angled 
spout provides an ergonomic drink interface that 
delivers a high flow of water without sloshing 
or spilling, spout cap snaps into handle to 
prevent it from getting in the way when drinking, 
Comfortable to Carry: Handle designed to 
comfortable carry a full liter of water, tether 
securely attaches the cap to the bottle for easy 
filling and refilling, half turn cap gives you easy 
access to your water, the spout cap threads 
internally so there is no more drinking off those 
uncomfortable bottle threads, dishwasher safe: all 
parts are top-rack dishwasher safe durable and 
leak-proof, 100% free of BPA and BPS, wide-
mouth opening is easy to fill with ice and water 
and a breeze to clean, CamelBak® Got Your 
Bak™ Guarantee: If we build it, we’ll Bak it™ with 
our lifetime guarantee.
Available in Colours in 0.75 Lit– Marine blue, 
charcoal,  indigo, rust, lime, orchid. 
Available in Colours in 1 lit – marine blue, 
charcoal,  indigo, sage.

Eddy Colour M16-318B

Naturally 100% BPA-Free, taste-free 0.75L stainless steel 
water bottle doesn’t require inner liners or plastic coatings 
like those used in aluminum bottles. Safe, refillable hydration 
in a new sleek shape that fits in most cup holders, patented 
flip-top bite valve that lets you sip without tipping or spilling. 
Integrated loop handle can be hooked to a carabiner or 
carried in the crook of one finger.

Chute M17-164A

Eddy M17-164B

The new Chute™ .75L water bottle. angled
spout provides an ergonomic drink interface that
delivers a high flow of water without sloshing
or spilling, spout cap snaps into handle to
prevent it from getting in the way when drinking,
Comfortable to Carry: Handle designed to
comfortable carry a full liter of water, tether
securely attaches the cap to the bottle for easy
filling and refilling, half turn cap gives you easy
access to your water, the spout cap threads
internally so there is no more drinking off those
uncomfortable bottle threads, dishwasher safe: all
parts are top-rack dishwasher safe durable and
leak-proof, 100% free of BPA and BPS, widemouth
opening is easy to fill with ice and water
and a breeze to clean, CamelBak® Got Your
Bak™ Guarantee: If we build it, we’ll Bak it™ with
our lifetime guarantee.
Available in Colours in 0.75 Lit– Marine blue,
charcoal, indigo, rust, lime, orchid.
Available in Colours in 1 lit – marine blue,
charcoal, indigo, sage.

The redesigned Eddy™ bottle is 100% BPA-free and built with patented flip-top bite 
valve that lets you sip (new improved faster flow) without tipping or spilling – per-
fect for hydration on the go. Integrated loop handle can be hooked to a carabiner or 
carried in the crook of one finger. dishwasher safe. 
Colours available in 0.75 Lit – strawberry, turquoise, chill red, clear, charcoal, navy 
blue, plum, raspberry, grass, sunset, royal lilac, coral.
Colours available in 1lit– navy blue, charcoal, plum, grass, royal lilac.
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Flow M17-165B

Flow bottle of durable Eastman tritan material which is shatter, stain 
and odor resistant. BPA free. Silicon carrying strap. Capacity 650 ml.

Fruitcia M17-165A

BPA Free 700 ml Infuser water bottle made with 
tritan PP. The fruit infuser allows you to add your 
favourite fruit to have the flavored water. 

DRINKWARE
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Infuser Water Bottle 860ml made with 
BPA-Free tritan PP that is odor free. 
The fruit infuser allows you to add your 
favorite fruit to have flavoured water. 

Flavours M17-166B

Bopp Sport M17-166A

A remarkable sports bottle with an iconic shape. Easy to hold 
during walks / jogs. The leakproof closure can be easily opened 
and closed for drinking. Capacity 550 ml made of tritan material. 

DRINKWARE
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Clarity M17-167B

My Bottle M17-167A

Double wall stainless steel tumbler. Lid is 
push-on and slides open and closed. 
Capacity 400 ml.

Clear bottle with option of white, 
red and black lid. FAD food grade 
PP + environmentally-friendly resin. 
BPA Free. Comes with carry pouch. 
Capacity 410 ml.
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Jael M17-168B

Hadeya M17-168C

A smart mug with smart grip technology that grips to any 
smooth and solid surface and prevents the fall if bumped 
into it accidentally but magically gets lifted up naturally. 
Material: ABS Outside and tritan PP inside. Capacity 350 ml. 
Comes with changable white and black silicon grip.A 700 ml BPA free sports bottle. Spill resistant. 

Available white and black colour.
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Boom M16-324A

The Boom is a 225ml leak-proof, double 
walled travel mug for your hot or cold 
beverages on the go. The most surprising 
feature is that it’s designed to be completely 
dismantled at the end of it’s life-cycle for 
recycling. Registered design® 

Solo Suction Mug M16-324B

Suction Mug featuring the smartgrip technology. Even the 
clumsiest of coffee drinkers will be able to avoid disaster 
with this Solo Suction Mug , as the unique design keeps 
your hot drink safely inside. This mug grips to any flat and 
smooth surface to hold fast even if you accidentally knock 
it. However don’t worry, it isn’t stuck there! When you want 
a drink, the mug recognizes natural lifting motions to easily 
lift from your desk or worktop. Capacity: 470ml.  
Available in blue, red, black and white colour. 

Solo Suction Mug M17-168A

Suction Mug featuring the smartgrip technology. Even the clumsiest 
of coffee drinkers will be able to avoid disaster with this Solo Suction 
Mug. As the unique design keeps your hot drink safely inside. This 
mug grips to any flat and smooth surface to hold fast even if you acci-
dentally knock it. However don’t worry, it isn’t stuck there! When you 
want a drink, the mug recognizes natural lifting motions to easily lift 
from your desk or worktop. 
Capacity: 470 ml
Available in blue, red, black and white colour.
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Celina M16-327B

A Double wall PP plastic travel mug, capacity: 450ml, 
Available in matt finish in different colours. 

Wysoki M16-327A 

Double wall thermal flask 14 Oz. 
Available in white, red and black 
colour.

Clik M17-169A

The double wall 225ml thermal mug with the inte-
grated handle and a smart leak proof 360 degree 
drinking lid. BPA Free.

Celina M17-169B

A double wall PP plastic travel mug. Capacity: 400 ml.
Available in matt finish in different colours. BPA Free.
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Kurki M16-326B

A 450ML double wall PP plastic travel mug with PP+TPR Lid  
Available in matt finish in different colours. 

Yana M16-326A 

A 12Oz double wall travel tumbler 
with silicon grip. push button 
spill proof function. Available in 3 
different colours.

Bambi M17-170A

Double wall thermo mug available in 3 different co-
lours. Capacity 450 ml / 16 Oz stainless steel outside 
FAD food grade PP inside.

Kurki M17-170B

A 400 ml double wall PP plastic travel mug with PP+TPR Lid
Available in matt finish in different colours. BPA Free.
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Rambler M17-171A

The double-wall vacuum insulation 
keeps your beverage at the ideal 
temperature. It fits comfortably in 
your car, boat, or truck. The Rambler 
Cup is designed with 18/8 stainless 
steel and is sweat-free, providing you 
extreme durability and long-lasting 
use. Don’t worry about spills and 
leaks with the crystal clear lid. 
Capacity 20 oz.

Ballsta M17-171B

Stainless Steel double walled
vacuum sealed thermal mug.
Capacity 16 oz.
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Hugi M17-172A

Matt finish double wall construc-
tion thermal mug made with 18/8 
stainless steel. This helps keep hot 
and cold beverages while eliminat-
ing condensation. Holds up to 473 
ml/16 fl oz. Slim design fits com-
fortably in your car, boat, or truck. 
Available in matt red, black and 
blue colours.

Lattitude M17-172B Goodwill M17-172C

10 Oz Insulated ceramic thermal mug, 
stainless steel lining inside.

12 Oz V shape insulated ceramic thermal mug with lid.
Stainless steel lining inside.
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Cersilico M17-173B

Neon M17-173A

Double wall ceramic travel mug with 
silicon lid and grip. Ideal for hot 
beverages. Capacity 10 Oz. Available 
in three colours.

11 Oz Ceramic mug available in 5 vibrant colours.
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Kai M17-174A

Matt finish V Shape earthware ceramic mug 10 oz. 
Available in matt blue, white and green colour.

Matts M17-174B

Matt finish ceramic mugs 12 oz with trim waist and white glossy finish inside. 
Available in matt blue, matt black, matt green and white colours.
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Oila M17-175A

Neer M17-175C

Hovan M17-175B

Vintage fire ceramic mugs available 
in 3 colours.

White glossy finish coffee mugs with lid. 
Available with blue lid and green lid.

Matt finish oval shape ceremic mugs with glossy finish 
inside. Available in matt black and blue colour.
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Magic Mug M17-176B

Trims M17-176C

Colour changing sublimation ceramic
mug. The logo and the print shows
up only when hot liquid is poured in.
Available in matt and glossy finish.

Sublimation ceramic mug. Full
colour image or logo can be done
on these - rim handle in 5 colours
to match your corporate colours.

Havanas M17-176A

Sublimation ceramic mug. Full colour
image or logo can be done on these.
White glossy outside and inner with 
different colours to match your corpo-
rate identity.
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M17-177A

M17-177B

The classic and our most popular 
promotional product.
When unfolded, images on the Magic Cube 
coincide with images and text in a seemingly 
endless procession.

Amazingly multifaceted, with up to 
20 faces. It’s only when you touch it 
that it surprisingly changes shape. 
Make your campaign shine, by 
turning your Diamond cube into a 
collector version featuring your logo 
“tag”, a high-end metallic foil with 
UV spot finish. 
Size: 70x70x70 mm

• Product Launch
• Sales Aid
• Product Showcase
• Calendar
• Company Presentation
• Direct Mailer
• Even giveaway

• Event
• Internal Communication
• Recruitment. 

Size Available in 
30,50,60,70,75,82 and 126
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Magnetic 360 Square / Round Calendar
A magical calendar thanks to the 
magnets located on top and bottom of 
each blocks and cylinder version of the 
calendar. A powerful toy your clients 
will enjoy all year long.
In addition to a calendar, both shapes 
can be used for:
• 3D service/product showcases
• Internal Communication
• Events invitation 
Dimensions:
Set of 3 blocks 
Square: 50x50x150 mm 
Round: ø60x135 mm
 

MagicCalendar M17-178B

There is no end to what you can make 
with a can. Perfect for drink, batteries, 
or any product packed in can, but also 
a perfect product portfolio, thanks to 
its large printing area and landscape 
panels. 
Dimensions:
ø50 x (H) 90mm 
ø65 x (H) 115mm 
Patent USA 6,637,138 B2

Magnetic 360  
Square Calendar

Magnetic 360 
Round Calendar

M17-178A
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Bamboo Set M17-179C

Eco Set M17-179B
Ekologiskt M17-179A

Jaiba M17-179D
A recycle gift set comprising of a 13*8cm note book with 
bamboo cover and ruled pages, a bamboo push button 
ball pen and a bamboo key holder in a recycled gift box.

An elastic enclosure eco friendly set with A5 Size ruled 
writing pad, 2pcs recycled pencil, a yellow highlighter 
made of recycled material, a push type recycled ball pen, a 
eraser, a pencil sharpner and a 15 cm bamboo ruler. 

Trifold Eco friendly notebook with comes with recycled 
ruled pad, a matching pen, a ruler, and vibrant sticky 
notes and a slot to hold business cards. Comes in eco 
friendly khaki box.
Size: 15.5x11 cm

An Eco friendly spiral notebook in natural cork with 
matching recycled pen. Comes in eco friendly khaki box.
Size: 15x10.5 cm
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Khadi Set M17-180A

Ecospiral M17-180B

Zippered Felt stationary set compris-
ing of a recycled paper ruled note 
pad, a 15 cm ruler, a recycled pencil, a 
recycled push type ball pen, a recycled 
sharpener and an eraser. 

A5 size eco friendly spiral note book with white ruled pages. 
Comes with a recycled push type ball pen. 

Bookmark M17-180D
Chrome finished metal bookmark with satin silk dangler. Plenty of 
space for branding. Comes in a presentable gift box packing.

Evolution M17-180C

An A5 size recycled paper spiral note book that comes 
with hard bound cover and a matching colour pen.
Comes in eco friendly khaki box.
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Recycle Pouch M17-181B

Star Highlighter M17-181F

Mini Recycle 
M17-181A

Recycle Tube 
M17-181C Drawing Set M17-181D

A set of six recycled colour pencils with eraser and a 
sharpener in a recycled canvas pouch with elastic enclosure.

Star shape highlighter with 5 different colours.

Set of 12 recycled 90 mm coloured pencils in recycled 
tubular box with sharpener at the translucent opening lid

Set of 12 recycled 175 mm coloured pencils in a 
recyled tubular box packing.

A set of 12 recycled 175 mm coloured pencils in a 
wooden box packing with eraser and slide in ruler.

MobiRing 
M17-181E

Mobile holder ring with stand. An economical 
give away with epoxy dooming.
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Coasters M17-182E Mats M17-182F
Custom made PVC coasters as 
per design and logo required. 
MOQ 1000 pcs.

Custom made PVC / rubber mats as per 
design and logo required. 
MOQ 1000 pcs.

Folding Cups M17-182B
Mouse Pad 
M17-182A

Frisbee M17-182D
Mind Reckers 
Available in two options.

Folding cup easy to store and carry along. 
Perfect for branding.

A perfect outdoor mate 23 cms diameter.

Full colour sublimation / 
paper insert mouse pads.

Puzzle M17-182C
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Fridge Magnets 
M17-183C

Button Badges M17-183B

Msg. Magnets M17-183A

Acrylic Fridge Magnets. 
Available in Sizes: 
60*90mm, 57*57mm, 
45*70mm and 35*50mm

Button Badges with magnets. 
Available in 25, 32, 37, 44, 
56, 58 and 75 mm

Fridge Magnets with an identification of your trade. 
Can be supplied with sticky notes or the calendar. 
MOQ 1000 pcs.
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Reusable Name Badges
M17-184A

Flag Lapel Pins M17-184DLapel Pins M17-184C

Reusable name badges can be supplied in 
different variety with magnet or pin backing.

Flag Lapel pins can be supplied as 
single or double flag pins.

Custom made lapel pins as per
your requirements. MOQ 300 pcs.

Badge M17-184B
Magnetic badge holder,
with epoxy dooming.
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Sili Band M17-185E

Silicon wrist bands latex free. Available in variety of colours.

Reel Badge M17-185C

Reel Badge M17-185B

Reel Badge M17-185D

Reel Badge M17-185A

Retractable round plastic reel badge holders.  
Available in 5 colours. Print Size: 26 mm dia.

Retractable round plastic reel badge holders.  
Made to accommodate big logos. 
Available in 5 colours. Print Size: 28 mm dia.

Retractable metal reel badge holders.  
Can supply in shiny chrome or gold colours.

Retractable square plastic reel badge holders. 
Available in 5 colours. Print Size: 18 mm
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String Lanyards M17-186A

Available in 4 different styles in different colours.
20mm two tone velcro lanyards 
with self safety breakaway lock.

20mm two tone buckle lanyard 
with PMS buckle and safety clip 
with reflector lines.

15mm Crocodile Clip Lanyard.

15-20 mm hook 
lanyard. Available 
with and without 
safety breakaway 
lock.

20 mm standard polyster 
lanyard with hook.

HD Lanyards 
M17-186C

Velcro Lanyards M17-186B

PMS Lanyards M17-186D

Clip Type Lanyards 
M17-186F

Hook Type 
Lanyards 
M17-186H

Standard Lanyards 
M17-186G

Buckle Lanyards 
M17-186E

20mm polyster 
lanyard with buckle.
Available with and 
without safety 
breakaway lock. 

20mm high density polyster 
lanyard with ultra smooth 
finish. 
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Canvas Bag M17-187B

Kraft Paper Bag M17-187C

Shopping Bags 
42x38 cm 
40x37x13 cm
Canvas Bag with Jute Spine
and Handle. 33x42x19 cm

Kraft Paper Bags Available in A3, A4 and A5 Sizes in 
vertical and horizontal shape with silk rope handle.

Non-Woven Bag M17-187A

100% reusable / recycled non woven bags available in 
plain white, with contrast handle and tippings.
Also available in solid colours. 
Size: 38x30x12 cm

33x42x19 cm 40x37x13 cm 40x37x13 cm
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Sun Shades M17-188B

Jute Bags M17-188A

Sun Shades available with reflective silver front and contrast 
tipping. Also can be supplied in 4 different colours red, green, 
black and blue. A new version of non woven material sun 
shade is included in the range.

Available in various combinations and sizes.

30x30x15 cm 30x30x15 cm
30x30x15 cm 30x30x15 cm

33x40x15 cm33x40x15 cm33x40x15 cm33x40x15 cm 33x40x15 cm
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Aspen French M17-189A

Formal shirt long/short sleeves with button down
collar, chest pocket. Can be tailored in different
choice of colours and have a privilege to chose
the variety of fabric from oxford, soft washed
twill and gabadin poly viscose. A matching tie
can be supplied along that is optional.
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Brushed M17-190C

Nico M17-190B

Contraster M17-190A

Plain heavy brushed cotton caps. 
Can be supplied with buckle or velcro.

A soft micro-fibre cap with breathable mesh vent
and a mesh design at the peak. Comes with an
adjustable buckle.

Heavy brush cotton caps with contrast
peak and an adjustable buckle or a
velcro as per your requirement.
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Enzyme 180 M17-191A

Feel Fresh M17-191C

Single Jersy 100% ring spun 
combed cotton fabric, enzyme 
finish for soft and smooth touch.

The light weight sports material takes 
sweat away transporting it to outer 
layer and gives a cooling effect to the 
skin as the moisture evaporates. A 
special Japanese technology destroys 
the smell creating factor keeping 
the body odour free and keeps the 
body feel fresh even after a long day 
activitity.

AXN Sports M17-191B Dry ‘N’ Cool M17-191D

100% breathable fabric keeping sweat 
and heat away. Luxurious feel / feather 
light weight / sporty range. 

All the above Polos and T-shirts can be supplied in various colours.

Dry and Cool T Shirts are made with 
advanced moisture management sys-
tem that helps to keep the skin cool/
dry with the comfort of transporting 
the sweat to outer layer. This garment 
is treated with the goodness of UV 
repellant system protecting the skin 
from sun burn.
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Kotton King M17-192A

Kotton Plus M17-192C

A 230 gsm 100% ring spun cotton fabric 
with pique knit structure. 3 button placket 
with tipped collar and cuff.

 A cotton rich polo with extra 
strength and ruggedness. Processed 
fabric to keep away sweat and heat 
making it suitable for all climates. 
Available in various colours.

Cool Classics M17-192B

The classic styled polo with reverse placket, well 
stitched seams, side slits and perfectly balanced out-
look is leagues ahead leaving the skin feel fresh and 
comfortable. The fabric pushes the sweat from inside to 
the outside layer giving a cooling effect to the body. 

All the above Polos and T-shirts can be supplied in various colours.
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